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Abstract

Video streaming refers to a method for delivery of video services in which compressed video data are transmitted as a continuous stream to the receiver and played as they arrive. Therefore, a transmission channel with enough bandwidth for the continuous transmission of the bit stream should be assured. In video streaming, the quality of service depends on the video encoding process and the allocated bandwidth to the bit stream. The encoding process is very important, because it has a great impact on the rate-distortion performance and also on the utilization of different resources such as processing power, transmission bandwidth, and end-to-end delay of streaming service. In real-time video streaming, compromising the rate-distortion performance, computational complexity, bandwidth efficiency, and the quality of service makes the encoding process a challenge. The challenge can be more serious when the overall performance over a number of streaming services is considered.

The specifications of most video coding standards define only the bit-stream syntax and the decoding process. The encoding process is not standardized to allow flexible implementations. This thesis proposes algorithms for the encoding process with emphasis on rate control for streaming applications.

In this thesis, novel fuzzy logic controllers have been developed and used in several video encoding and streaming scenarios. Video rate control algorithms for encoding variable bit rate video are proposed where the fuzzy controllers are deployed. The proposed algorithms in the new approach are very different from the conventional rate control algorithms in the way they operate. However, some theoretical and practical results of conventional rate control are used in the new approach. Furthermore, video encoding techniques optimized for streaming over DVB-H (Digital Video Coding for Handheld) are proposed in this thesis.

The contributions of thesis are presented in three parts. Each part includes summary of a number of published papers and a selected subset of published papers is attached to the thesis. In the first part of the thesis, video rate control algorithms and tools for video streaming applications are proposed. The proposed rate control algorithms can be applied to other variable bit rate video applications such as recording on storage media. In the second part, video encoding and rate control algorithms are proposed and optimized for video streaming over DVB-H channels. The third part presents video encoding algorithms for a
digital video broadcast system in which a number of video sources are encoded and broadcasted simultaneously.

The proposed rate control algorithms in the thesis outperform sophisticated conventional rate control algorithms in terms of rate-distortion performance and computational complexities. Moreover, they maximize utilization of the allocated resource to increase the overall quality of service. Furthermore, the proposed algorithms are very flexible so that they can be easily tuned for different operating points and applications.
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Chapter 1

Video Coding and Rate Control

Video coding refers to reducing the quantity of data used to represent a sequence of video pictures or frames. A number of standards for video coding have been defined and research for new video coding standards is ongoing. MPEG-2 [ISO/IEC 1994], H.263 [ITU-T 1995], MPEG-4 [ISO/IEC 1999] and H.264/AVC (Advance Video Coding) [JVT 2003], [Wiegand 2003b] are samples of widely used video coding standards. Many of video coding standards including all ISO/IEC JTC1 and ITU-T standards since H.261 [ITU-T 1990] use a common approach so-called block-based hybrid video coding. The basic coding algorithm is a hybrid of inter-picture prediction using temporal redundancy and transform coding of the prediction error signal to reduce spatial redundancy. Each video picture partitioned into fixed-size macroblocks (MB) of 16 × 16 pixels, which can be encoded in several modes. All hybrid video coding standards define intra coded pictures and predictive coded pictures. In an Intra coded picture, all MBs are coded without referring to other pictures in the video sequence. In predictive coded pictures, the MBs are typically encoded by a variety of inter coding modes.

Although MPEG-2, H.263, MPEG-4 (part 2), and H.264/AVC video coding standards define similar coding tools, they differ in some enhancement features [Sullivan 2005], [Richardson 2005]. The main differences include the construction of the prediction signal, the block sizes used for transform coding, and the entropy coding methods.

The specifications of most video coding standards provide only the bit-stream syntax and the decoding process in order to enable interoperability. The encoding process is not standardized to permit flexible implementations suitable for different applications. To manage the large number of coding tools included in standards and the broad range of applications, the concept of profiles and levels is employed. A profile defines a set of coding tools that can be used for generating a standard compliant bit stream and a level imposes constraints on certain key parameters of the bit stream, such as the picture resolution, bit rate and MB processing rate.
The standard specifications do not define the encoding algorithm exactly. A video coding algorithm defines how to use the standard tools to encode a video source for a specific application. The choice of video coding algorithm and encoding parameters affect the coded bit rate and the quality of decoded video sequence as well as the computational complexity of the video codec. The precise relationship between coding parameters, bit rate, and visual quality varies depending on the characteristics of the video content such as motion and texture properties. At the same time, practical limits put some constraints on the bit rate, picture quality, and computational complexity that may be achieved.

It is important to control the video encoding process in order to maximize compression performance while the practical constraints are achieved. Rate, distortion, delay, processing complexity, scalability, and error resiliency are typical practical constraints. For example, a multi-pass offline high complexity encoding process with quality constraint can be used for video recording applications while for wireless conversational applications a real-time, low delay, low complexity, error resilient encoding with rate constraint is needed.

1.1. VIDEO RATE CONTROL

The bit rate of an encoded video is considered as a constraint especially in video communication applications. The bit rate of an encoded bit stream that is defined by the video coding algorithm can be controlled by a rate control algorithm (RCA). The RCA attempts to maximize the quality of a compressed video subject to the bit rate and other practical constraints. While most of encoding parameters defined by the video coding algorithm affect the rate-distortion performance, the video rate control algorithm can be assumed as a major part of the video coding algorithm.

A great deal of attention has been paid to video rate control over the past two decades. Many alternative RCAs exist; sophisticated algorithms can achieve excellent rate-distortion performance, usually at a cost of increased computational complexity. The careful selection and implementation of a RCA can make a big difference on encoding performance.

Various rate control algorithms perform the rate control on different levels such as scene, GOP (group of pictures), frame, slice, and MB level. In each level only some encoding parameters are adjustable. The encoding parameter that is most widely used for rate control purposes is the quantization parameter (QP) which could be changed in different levels. As a usual approach, control algorithms operate in two steps. In the first step, a bit budget is allocated to a video segment such as GOP, frame, or a MB according to practical constraints and video properties. In the second step, a QP is computed according to the allocated bit budget and the coding complexity of video. Usually a rate-distortion (RD) model is utilized for computation of QP. The RD model is derived analytically or empirically. In analytical modeling, a RD model is derived according to the statistics of the source video signal and the properties of the encoder. Empirical modeling attempts to approximate the RD curve by interpolating between a set of sample points. The RD model provided by one of the two approaches is then employed in calculation of the QP for the rate control. The RD model
parameters are updated according to encoding results. A number of used RD model and rate control algorithms are reviewed in the following sections.

1.2. FROM INFORMATION THEORY TO OPERATIONAL RD MODELS

Rate distortion theory was created by Claude Shannon in his foundational work on information theory [Shannon 1948]. Rate distortion theory determines the minimal amount of information $R$ that should be communicated over a channel, so that the source (input signal) can be approximately reconstructed at the receiver (output signal) without exceeding a given distortion $D$. Rate distortion theory gives theoretical bounds for the amount of compression that can be achieved by lossy data compression methods. Many of the existing image and video compression techniques that have transforms, quantization, and bit rate allocation procedures can exploit the general shape of RD models.

A RD model is one of the key elements in video encoding and rate control task. Optimizing rate, distortion and other resources require a deep insight into RD function. Video rate is mainly controlled by the QP which is related to the distortion in a decoded video. An accurate description of the RD model based on QP makes it possible to control the bit rate of a compressed video precisely. In this section a number of deployed RD models are reviewed. We try to show how the many available RD models are similarly related to basic theories and also to each other.

In hybrid video codecs the information is quantized in a transform domain such as DCT (discrete cosine transform) domain. Transforming video data to a reversible transform domain does not change the amount of information and distortion in the data [Andrews 1968]. Gish [Gish 1968] proved that for a random variable with a reasonably smooth density function that is quantized by a uniform quantizer the minimum entropy of the quantized signal is:

$$H_{\text{min}} \approx H_0 - \log_2 \delta$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.1)

where $H_0$ denotes the entropy of a continuous distribution and $\delta$ is the quantization step. Also the distortion $D$ for any error function of $L(x - \hat{x})$ is:

$$D \approx M(\delta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

where

$$M(\delta) = \frac{1}{\delta} \int_{-\delta/2}^{\delta/2} L(u) du$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

Combining the results above yields:
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\[ H_{\min} \approx H_0 - \log_2 (M^{-1}(D)) \]  

(1.4)

which for a Gaussian distribution and Mean Square Error (MSE) then leads to:

\[ D = \delta^2 / 12 \]  

(1.5)

\[ H_{\min} \approx H_0 - (1/2) \log_2 (12D) \]  

(1.6)

or it can be written as

\[ H_{\min} \approx (1/2) \log_2 (V_0 / D) + (1/2) \log_2 (2\pi e / 12) \]  

(1.7)

or as

\[ H_{\min} \approx (1/2) \log_2 (V_0 / D) + 0.255 \]  

(1.8)

where \( e \) denotes the natural number and \( V_0 \) is the variance of a Gaussian distribution that has the same entropy \( H_0 \). This means that the uniform quantizer can achieve a performance asymptotically within approximately \( \frac{1}{4} \) bit of the Shannon RD lower bound [Shannon 1948]. Similar results can be found in [Jayant 1984], [Gersho 1992]. According to these results for uniform quantizer, at high bit rate (low distortion), the rate and distortion models can be summarized as [Hang 1997]

\[ R(\delta) = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( \frac{\epsilon^2 \beta \sigma_x^2}{\delta^2} \right) \]  

(1.9)

\[ D(\delta) = \frac{\delta^2}{\beta} \]  

(1.10)

where \( \beta \) is 12 for small \( \delta \). \( \epsilon^2 \) is a source dependent coefficient that is about one for uniform, 1.4 for Gaussian, and 1.2 for Laplacian distributions. \( \sigma_x^2 \) is the signal variance. To account for a wide range of \( \delta \), parameter \( \beta \) typically needs to be empirically adjusted based on samples of RD curve. For low bit rate where a higher compression ratio is obtained by a coarser quantization and larger quantization steps more accurate RD models have been proposed in the literatures.

In the case of a uniform quantization of the Laplacian distribution

\[ p(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\sigma}} \exp \left( -\frac{\sqrt{2} |x|}{\sigma} \right) \]  

(1.11)

with a quantization step size \( Q \), the entropy of the quantized signal can be derived as [Moscheni 1993]
\[
H = -p(0) \log_2(p(0)) - 2 \sinh \left( \frac{\alpha}{2} \right) \left[ \log_2 \left( \sinh \left( \frac{\alpha}{2} \right) \right) \frac{1}{e^\alpha - 1} + \frac{\alpha}{\ln 2} \frac{-e^\alpha}{\left( e^\alpha - 1 \right)^2} \right],
\]

where
\[
\alpha = \sqrt{2Q}/\sigma.
\]

A Laplacian distribution for DCT coefficients was reported by Smoot [Smoot 1996]. An approximation of this solution has been used as [Ribas-Corbera 1996-9]

\[
H(Q) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 2e^2 \frac{\sigma^2}{Q^2} \right), & \frac{\sigma^2}{Q^2} > \frac{1}{2e} \\
\frac{e}{\ln 2} \frac{\sigma^2}{Q^2}, & \frac{\sigma^2}{Q^2} \leq \frac{1}{2e}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \sigma^2/Q^2 \) is larger than \( 1/2e \) for the low distortion (high rate) case and smaller than \( 1/2e \) for the low rate.

For Laplacian sources with density \( p(x) = (\lambda/2)e^{-|x|/\lambda} \), the RD function can also be written in terms of the Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) distortion \( D \) [Berger 1971]:

\[
R(D) = -\ln \left( \frac{\lambda D}{\lambda + D} \right),
\]

where \( D_{\min} = 0 \), \( D_{\max} = 1/\lambda \), \( 0 < D < 1/\lambda \) and \( \lambda \) is a constant. Chiang et al. [Chiang 1997] used Taylor expansion of this model to derive an operational RD model as:

\[
R(D) = \left( \frac{1}{\lambda D} - 1 \right) - \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\lambda D} - 1 \right)^2 + R_3(D),
\]

\[
R(D) = -\frac{3}{2} + \frac{2}{\lambda} D^{-1} - \frac{1}{2\lambda^2} D^{-2} + R_3(D).
\]

Accordingly, they proposed a rate model with respect to quantization parameter \( Q \) and applied it to the MSE distortion as [Chiang 1997]

\[
R(Q) = aQ^{-1} + bQ^{-2},
\]

where \( a \) and \( b \) are model parameters which are updated during encoding. Using MAD distortion and considering overhead information, this model has been enhanced as [Lee 2000]

\[
R = M \left( aQ^{-1} + bQ^{-2} \right) + H,
\]

where \( M \) denotes MAD and \( H \) stands for overhead information.
Kamaci et al. [Kamaci 2005] proposed a zero-mean Cauchy density function for the source with parameter $\mu$ as

$$p(x) = \frac{1}{\pi \mu^2 + x^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.20)

and a RD model as

$$D = c R^\gamma,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.21)

where $c$ and $\gamma$ are some properly selected constants.

In another approach, He et al. [Kim 2001], [He 2001-3], proposed a unified $\rho$–domain RD model, in which the bit rate is estimated by a linear function of the percentage of zero coefficients in each video frame or MB. The proposed linear model is

$$R(\rho) = \theta (1 - \rho),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.22)

where $\rho$ is the percentage of zeros among the quantized transform coefficients and is the only parameter of the model which is estimated from the coding statistics.

Chang et al. [Chang 2006] proposed a new RD model in $q$–domain that estimates the encoding bit rates based on the number of nonzero coefficients, the count of zeros before the last nonzero coefficient in the zigzag-scan order, and the sum of absolute quantized nonzero coefficients.

Dai et al. [Dai 2003] proposed a mixture of Laplacian distribution for MPEG-4 Fine-Granular Scalable (FGS) video as:

$$p(x) = q \frac{\lambda_0}{2} e^{-\lambda_0 |x|} + (1-q) \frac{\lambda_1}{2} e^{-\lambda_1 |x|},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.23)

where the random variable $x$ represents the DCT residue, $q$ is the probability to obtain a sample from one of two Laplacian components and $\lambda_0$ and $\lambda_1$ are the shape parameters of a Laplacian distribution. For bit plane coding with quantization step $\Delta$, the MSE distortion for a Laplacian distribution is computed as:

$$D(\Delta) \approx 2a e^{b(\Delta-1)} \left( \frac{(\Delta-1)^2}{b} - \frac{2(\Delta-1)^2}{b^2} + \frac{2}{b^2} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.24)

where $a$ and $b$ are constants that depend on the distribution parameters. The distortion function for the mixture of Laplacian will be a linear combination of two functions as above. Dai et al. [Dai 2006] combined this distortion model with the $\rho$–domain RD model and proposed a R-D model based on PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) distortion measure as:
\[
PSNR(R) = AR + B\sqrt{R} + C,
\]
where \(A\) and \(B\) are estimated from at least two (R,D) samples and \(C = 10\log_{10}\left(255^2 / \sigma_x^2\right)\).

For uncorrelated (or weakly correlated) sources \(\sigma_x^2\) is the variance of the source.

Analytical RD models mainly differ in assumed distribution for signal and the used distortion measure for quantization error. Besides the above RD models, there are purely empirical ways to estimate RD curves. Among the numerous studies, e.g., Lin et al. [Lin 1998] used a cubic interpolation of the empirical curve and Zhao et al. [Zhao 2002] applied similar methods to FGS video.

1.3. OPERATIONAL RATE CONTROL ALGORITHMS

A number of RD models were reviewed in the previous section. In this section a general approach in which the RD models are used for video rate control is explained and then a number of operational RCAs are reviewed. Several encoding parameters such as picture size, picture type (Inter or Intra), frame rate, and QP affect the RD performance and can be used to control the bit rate. However, the quantization parameter is the main controlling parameter that is used for the rate control. In this section, QP is also considered as the main controlling parameter and it is explained how the quantization parameter is determined by various RCAs.

Figure 1 shows a general block diagram for video rate control. As shown, the uncompressed video source is compressed to an encoded bit stream by the video encoder. Generally, the encoded bit stream is stored in a local media storage or it is transmitted through a channel. The stored bit stream later on can be transmitted to a channel or it can be decoded and played out. When the compressed video is going to be transmitted via a channel in real-time or even after recording locally, usually the bit stream is constrained to some buffering parameters to guarantee a continuous play out with regards to variations in bit rate of bit stream and variations in band-width of the transmission channel.

To impose the buffering constraint on the bit stream, a buffer with desired parameters is used while encoding. The buffer can be a real buffer that is located between the encoder and transmitter in real-time applications or it can be a virtual buffer in offline applications that simulates a real buffer. Buffer information including size and occupancy is used by the rate controller as a feedback signal. In case of real-time applications, some information about the channel can be used by the rate control as feedback. If the compressed video is targeted only for media storage, the buffering constraint may be unnecessary. In this case, the storage size can be considered as a constraint while the occupancy of storage may be used as a feedback signal by the rate controller. A rate controller can also use some information about the rate and distortion of encoded bit stream as feedback.
Beside feedback information, some feed forward information obtained from uncompressed video can be used by the rate controller. Feed forward information is usually collected by look ahead and preprocessing of uncompressed video. Look ahead can be limited to a short period such as a number of MBs at the same video frame or it can be limited to a longer period such as a GOP or even the whole sequence in multi-pass encoding. Some target values such as average bit rate are defined for the rate controller that are used as references for the rate controller. Finally, some information can be provided by the encoder for the rate controller during encoding.

The rate controller determines the controlling parameters of the encoder based on the received information from different sources and based on a rate control algorithm. Various rate control algorithms differ in their inputs and the relationships that exist between their inputs and outputs. As a widely used approach, the rate controller allocates a bit budget to a video segment (e.g. GOP, frame, and MB) according to the inputs information. Then using a RD model a quantization parameter is computed for encoding the video segment. The parameters of the RD model are updated during the encoding process based on encoding results. Various bit allocation methods and RD models are employed by rate controllers. A number of RCAs are compared in the sequel.

Version 5 of MPEG-2 video Test Model describes a RCA for constant bit rate (CBR) encoding that takes into account the different properties of the three coded picture types (I, P and B-pictures) [ISO/IEC 1993]. The algorithm utilizes three virtual buffers corresponding to three types of frames. A simple first order RD model $R = X/Q$ parameterized for each type of frame is used. A bit budget is allocated to a GOP and then to each frame according to the average bit rate and relative complexity of the frame type. The occupancy of the proper virtual buffer is updated after encoding each MB. Then, QP for the next MB is computed and modulated based on buffer occupancy and a special activity measure.

The H.263 Test Model Version 8 (TMN8) uses a RCA consisting of a control at the frame and MB levels [ITU-T 1997], [Gardos 1997], [Ribas-Corbera 1999]. At the frame level, each
encoded frame is added to the encoder buffer and each transmitted frame is removed from
the buffer. If the number of bits in the buffer exceeds a threshold $M$, the next frame is
skipped; otherwise a target number of bits $B$ is set for encoding the next frame. A higher
threshold $M$ means fewer skipped frames, but a larger delay through the system. At the MB
level, the algorithm operates based on a RD model which is extracted from (1.14) for the low
bit rate case as

$$B = A \left( K \frac{\sigma^2}{Q^2} + C \right),$$

(1.26)

where $Q$ is the quantization step for the MB (here $Q = 2$ QP), $A$ is the number of pixels in a
MB (i.e., $A = 16^2$ pixels), $K$ and $C$ are constants, and $\sigma$ is the empirical standard
deviation of the luminance and chrominance values in the (motion-compensated or intra)
MB.

MPEG-4 verification models (VM5 or later on) describe an optional rate control
algorithm in annex L.1, known as Scalable Rate Control (SRC) scheme. This algorithm is
appropriate for a single video object and a range of bit rates and spatial/temporal resolutions.
The SRC described in Annex L.1 offers rate control at the frame level only i.e. a single QP is
chosen for encoding a complete frame. It attempts to achieve a target bit rate over a certain
number of frames [Chiang 1995], [Chiang 1997], [ISO/IEC 2001]. The SRC uses the RD
model (1.18) as:

$$R = \frac{X_1 S}{Q} + \frac{X_2 S}{Q^2},$$

(1.27)

where $Q$ is the quantization step size (here $Q = 2$ QP), $S$ is the MAD of the residual frame
after motion compensation. $X_1$ and $X_2$ are the model parameters. $S$ provides a measure of
complexity and it is easier to compute than the standard deviation used in H.263 TM8
because the MAD is calculated and used during motion estimation. The SRC consists of the
following steps which are carried out after motion compensation and before encoding each
frame:

- Calculate a target bit rate $R$, based on the number of frames in the frame set, the bit
  budget available for the remainder of frames in the frame set, and the buffer state.
- Calculate $S$ for the complete residual frame.
- Solve the model equation to find the quantization step size $Q$ and QP to be applied
to the whole frame.
- Encode the frame.
- Update the model parameters $X_1, X_2$ based on the actual number of bits generated by
  the frame.
The SRC algorithm differs from H.263 TM8 in two significant ways: it aims to achieve a target bit rate over a set of frames and it does not change the quantization step within a frame. This can provide a more uniform visual appearance within each frame but makes it difficult to maintain a small buffer size and hence a low delay. An extension to SRC is described in Annex L.3 of MPEG-4 which supports modulation of the quantization step at the MB level and is therefore more suitable for low delay applications. The MB rate control extension is similar to H.263 TM8 rate control.

Joint Video Team (JVT) reference model proposes a RCA for H.264/AVC encoders [Sullivan 2003]. The algorithm is partially based on the proposed algorithms by Ma et al. in [Ma 2003a], [Ma 2003b]. The algorithm is used to create the bit stream satisfying the available bandwidth provided by a transmission channel and is also compliant to the standard hypothetical reference decoder (HRD) [Ribas-Corbera 2003]. It consists of a tight control in three levels including: GOP level, picture level and an optional basic unit level rate control. The basic unit is defined as a group of successive MB in the same frame. The GOP level rate control calculates the total bits for the uncompressed pictures in the GOP based on picture type, the total number of pictures in the GOP, the instant available bit rate, the occupancy of the virtual buffer, and the actual generated bits by the encoded pictures. The picture level rate control consists of two stages: pre-encoding and post-encoding. The objective of pre-encoding stage is to compute a QP of each picture. The QPs of stored pictures are computed differently from QP of non-stored pictures. The QPs for non-stored pictures are computed by a simple interpolation method on the QPs of stored pictures. The QP for stored picture is computed during three steps. First, a target bit rate for the picture is computed based on buffer state, the frame rate, and the available channel bandwidth. Second, the MAD of the current stored picture is estimated by a linear prediction using the actual MAD of the previous stored picture. Finally, the quantization step corresponding to the target bits is computed using the quadratic RD model:

\[
T = C_1 \times \frac{\text{MAD}}{Q} + C_2 \times \frac{\text{MAD}^2}{Q^2} - h,
\]

where \( h \) is the total number of header bits and motion vector bits, \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are two coefficients. The corresponding QP is computed using the relationship between the quantization step and QP of H.264/AVC as \( Q = 2^{(QP/6)} \). To maintain smoothness of visual quality among successive frames, the variations of QP is smoothed.

After encoding a picture, parameters of the linear prediction model for MAD estimation, as well as parameters of RD model are updated. A linear regression model is used to update these parameters. Meanwhile, the actual bits generated are added to the buffer. To ensure that the updated buffer occupancy is not too high; a number of pictures may be skipped similar to the method used in MPEG-4. If the basic unit is selected to be smaller than a frame, an additional basic unit layer rate control for the stored picture should be added. The
basic unit layer rate control modulates the values of quantization parameters of all basic units in a frame, so that the sum of generated bits is close to the frame target bits.

Beside RCAs used in standard reference models, a large number of RCAs have been proposed for different applications in the literature. However, most of them can be matched to the general block diagram shown in Figure 1. Tsai et al. [Tsai 2004] proposed a modification to TMN8 rate control. They investigated the relationship between quantization distortion and the coding order of MBs. Based on the investigation results they modified the encoding order of MB to favour the more complex MBs. Pan et al. [Pan 2003] propose some modifications to the MPEG-4 VM5 rate control by a weighted bit allocation to the P frames. A higher bit budget is allocated to the earlier encoded frames which are used as reference by more subsequent frames. Navakitkanok et al. [Navakitkanok 2004] improved the performance of JM rate controller in low delay case by decreasing the number of skipped frames.

Ma et al. [Ma 2005] proposed another RCA for H.264/AVC revising the RD model used in the JM RCA. Unlike H.263 and the previous standards, the relationship between the quantization step and QP is not linear in H.264 [Malvar 2003]. Considering the nonlinear relationship between QP and quantization step i.e. $Q = 2^{QP/6}$, a first-order model is proposed as:

$$ R = K \frac{SAD}{Q} + C, $$

where $R$ is the estimated number of coded bits of a MB and SAD is the sum of absolute difference of the motion compensated MB. $K$ and $C$ are model parameters that depend on the type of MB (I, P, B). The first term reflects the bits used to code the transform coefficients. The second term represents the bits used to code the header information of a MB. Using the RD model a RCA is presented. The algorithm provides a one-pass control at the frame level and a partial two-pass control at the MB level.

Some RCAs operate based on RD models which are extracted heuristically. He et al. [He 2001], [He 2002] proposed RCAs based on the $\rho$-domain RD model and Chang et al. [Chang 2006] proposed a rate control based on the $q$-domain RD model.

A number of RCAs have been proposed specially for variable bit rate (VBR) applications such as video streaming and local recording applications. The algorithm presented in [Reed 2001] is a low complexity frame-level rate controller for streaming applications. Although this algorithm utilizes a virtual buffer, two other parameters predominantly control its operation: a large time interval and a large bit budget. The virtual buffer, which is essential in streaming, does not play an active role in this algorithm. The SPEM (Smooth Pursuit Eye Movement) rate control scheme introduced in [Nguyen 2002] is designed for real time streaming. This RCA works near the constant bit rate region, and cannot utilize the variable bit rate benefits effectively. The algorithm presented in [Takamura 2002] is a low complexity RCA targeted for recording application. It tries to suppress the fluctuation of QP
as much as possible. The buffer constraint, which is essential in streaming applications, is not considered in this algorithm. Two RCAs are proposed in [Jagmohan 2003] and [Song 2003] for storage media applications that tries to satisfy a target bit budget constraint corresponding to the size of the media. Another RCA is proposed in [Kondo 1997] for storage media. It performs bit allocation according to the coding complexity while it does not impose any constraint on the bit rate. Therefore, depending on the content activity, it produces extreme bit rate variations, which do not obey buffering constraints.

A group of RCAs presented in the literature use a kind of look ahead for the rate control, see [Varsa 2001] and [Pao 1998] as examples. These RCAs require more memory for storage of uncompressed video and more time for pre-processing or multi-pass encoding. Therefore, they are not suitable for real-time applications.

The video rate control task can be combined with other concerns in video coding such as perceptual quality [Pickering 1994], [Nguyen 2002], region of interest (ROI) video coding [Song 1999], [Yang 2005], object-based video coding [Ronda 1999], [Vetro 1999] scalable video coding (SVC) [Lee 2000], [Zhang 2003]. Moreover, other video coding parameters such as frame rate [Reed 2001], [Song 2001] and GOP structure [Yoneyama 2001] have been used for the rate control.

In some applications the complexity of RCA can be a serious constraint. Takamura et al. [Takamura 2002] proposed a simple one-pass RD model and a low complexity RCA for variable bit rate application. Kim et al. [Kim 2003] used a frame level RCA for H.263 to decrease the computational complexity of the algorithm in comparison to the rate control at the MB level. To avoid complex floating-point RD calculation, Tsai [Tsai 2005] used a dynamic table that relates the encoding bit count, encoding complexity, and QP for each MB. The table contains the RD information implicitly and is updated dynamically on an MB basis to reflect the variation of video contents.

1.4. VIDEO CODING AND RATE CONTROL FOR STREAMING APPLICATIONS

In video streaming applications, usually VBR video bit streams are used. The VBR bit streams video generally provide higher visual quality and compression performance than CBR bit streams at the expense of more resources in terms of transmission bandwidth and delay [Lakshman 1998], [Zhang 2003]. In video streaming applications the transmission delay is not very critical as in conversational applications. Moreover, in some video streaming applications such as broadcast applications in which the service is consumed by many users, it is acceptable to allocate a higher bandwidth to compensate the variation in bit rate. Furthermore, in many applications, VBR bit streams can share a transmission channel using statistical multiplexing to improve the utilization of resources. Statistical multiplexing can considerably increase the bandwidth usage and decrease the transmission delay by sharing the resource among the bit streams. Sample results can be found in [Zhang 1997], [Maglaris 1998], [Bashforth 1998].
Encoding VBR video can be open-loop or closed-loop. In open-loop encoding, the video pictures are encoded with an almost constant QP to provide a relative constant quality for encoded video regardless of the coding complexity of video source. In closed-loop encoding, the bit rate of encoded bit stream is controlled by a VBR rate controller according to feedback signals from encoding results and coding complexity of video source. The rate controller imposes some constraints on the degree of variability allowed in the bit rate. The level of variations in the bit rate determines the required resources in terms of bandwidth and delay for a streaming session. Transmission bandwidth and delay are two resources that can compensate each other. For example, the maximum required bandwidth for the transmission of a VBR bit stream decreases by a smoothing buffer while the smoothing buffer imposes a delay on the system. The size of a smoothing buffer can be considered as a constraint for the bit stream that is imposed by the rate controller. A bigger buffer size means that more variations in the bit rate are allowed.

Contributions of this thesis concentrate more on VBR video encoding algorithms for streaming applications. However, some of the proposed algorithms in this thesis can be easily tuned to provide a high performance for a wide range of applications.

1.5. AUTHOR’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE PUBLICATIONS

The thesis and the publications represent original work, of which the author has been the main contributor. In particular, all video rate control algorithms presented in the thesis have been originally proposed and developed by the author. The idea of video splicing introduced in [S5] has been proposed by Miska Hannuksela which has been implemented, developed and combined with video rate control by the author. All the publications, except [S4], have been written by the author and reviewed and edited by co-authors. However, this work would not have been possible without the support and help of expert co-authors as well as of colleagues at the Tampere University of Technology and the Nokia Research Center.
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A video RCA can operate in different regions in the RD space between the constant rate region and the constant quality region. In this thesis, RCAs are classified into three classes: CBR, VBR, and constant quality RCAs. However, the terms VBR and constant quality are used with different meaning in the literature. An ideal CBR rate control algorithm operates in a region that is parallel to the distortion (or quality) axis and an ideal constant quality RCA operates in a region that is parallel to rate axis. Although in practice some variations in the bit rate of compressed video even in CBR can exist, the term VBR used here means considerable variation in the bit rate. A VBR rate controller operates in a region between the CBR and constant quality operating areas. It can provide more constant quality in comparison with CBR and less variations in bit rate in comparison to the constant quality case. A more constant quality for a bit stream can be achieved by more variations in bit rate that means more transmission and buffering delay.

For a systematic control, it is difficult to find an accurate reference point for the VBR rate controller. In CBR, the target bit rate is a fixed reference point and the main objective of the controller is to drive the bit rate toward the reference point. In constant quality rate control, the quality of the encoded video is a reference point for the controller. In VBR a long-term average value is defined for the bit rate and there is no real short-term reference point in terms of rate or quality for the controller. The objective of a VBR is to minimize the variations in quality while the bit rate can have some variations with a buffer or a delay constraint.

Some RCAs such as MPEG-4 VM5 [ISO/IEC 2001] and H.264/AVC JM [Sullivan 2003] can be tuned to provide a type of VBR bit stream by operating at the frame level. Unlike TMN8 rate controller that is optimized for low delay applications, these algorithms can provide bit streams with high quality I-pictures. However, these algorithms are not optimized for VBR applications because they operate based on only a short-term reference point from the rate. Moreover, it is shown in this thesis that VBR rate control algorithms can
have a lower degree of complexity. In this thesis RCAs are proposed that are optimized for VBR applications. A number of contributions on VBR video rate control are summarized in the sequel.

2.1. VIDEO RCA FOR STREAMING AND LOCAL RECORDING

In [P1] a real-time video RCA designed with buffer constraints is proposed that can be used for streaming and also for local recording applications. The proposed algorithm has a low degree of complexity such that it can be used in handheld terminals with small resources.

The proposed algorithm provides VBR bit streams by controlling QP on a per picture basis. The QP is calculated based on two other QPs, which conceptually correspond to the CBR and constant quality rate controls. The QP corresponding to the CBR is computed based on short-term variations in the bit rate and the QP corresponding to the constant quality is computed based on long-term variations in the bit rate. With this structure the proposed RCA can be tuned to operate at any point between CBR and constant QP.

The algorithm utilizes the variable bit rate benefits to minimize the unnecessary variations of QP and to provide encoded video with high visual quality. The algorithm allocates a bit budget to a Set Of Frames (SOF) based on the buffer state and a heuristically optimized bit allocation function. Allocated bits to the frames in the SOF are computed based on the SOF bit budget and the picture types including I, P, and B types. The buffer state is not used during the encoding of a SOF to prevent unnecessary variations in encoding parameters. After bit allocation, the two virtual QPs are computed. A global QP is computed for each SOF that corresponds to a long-term rate control and a local QP is computed for each frame that corresponds to a CBR rate control. The final real QP is computed on a frame basis using the virtual QPs. The values of the local QP and global QP can be close or far from each other. The local QP is smoothed by a simple low-pass filter and then, a nonlinear modulation on the local and the global QP is implemented to compute the final QP. The low-pass filter and modulation function have been designed such that the overall variations in the QP are minimized.

To decrease the computational complexity, a simple first-order RD model for the calculation of local and global QPs is used. Moreover, the coding complexities of pictures are estimated based on the coding complexities of previous encoded pictures. This significantly reduces the computational complexity of the algorithm.

The proposed real-time variable rate control algorithm has been implemented in H.263 and MPEG-4 (Part 2) encoders. The performance of the proposed RCA was compared with the RCA presented in H.263 TMN8 [Gardos 1997] and also with the two-pass RCA presented in [Varsa 2001]. The algorithm performs significantly better than the mentioned anchors on a large set of known video sequences. When comparing to the two-pass algorithm, it provides 0.98 dB enhancement in average quality, 42% decrease in real buffer size used in streaming, and 20% decrease in required delay in streaming. When compared to TMN8 RCA, it results in 0.42 dB improvement in average quality. While this improvement
is not very spectacular, it should be kept in mind that TMN8 drops a large number of frames, about 4%, whereas the proposed algorithm was configured not to drop any frame. Moreover, the average QP in our algorithm is 0.78 lower than in TMN8 RCA. Consequently, the algorithm is expected to provide a much better visual quality than that of TMN8. According to the experimental results, the algorithm strictly obeys the buffering constraint while it can be tuned to operate on a wide range of buffering delays. Moreover, it can be used for different hybrid video coding standards such as H.263 and MPEG-4.

2.2. RD MODEL FOR STANDARD VIDEO CODECS

A Rate-distortion model is the basic parts of many practical RCAs. The RD model is used to compute the QP based on the allocated bit budget and according to the estimated coding complexity for a MB or frame. In the proposed RCA in [P1] a simple first-order RD model was used for the calculation of QP and the coding complexity of frames was estimated based on previous encoded frames. There is a problem in the calculation of QP for the first intra pictures in the sequence and also for pictures at scene cut boundaries. A video sequence may have very different scenes and the complexity estimation based on previous frames or scenes may be inaccurate. Moreover, using intra pictures at scene cuts provides a better RD performance. Therefore, it would be beneficial to compute an accurate QP for an intra picture based on a complexity measure that is calculated from the picture itself. The research work in this direction continued and lead to publication [P2].

In [P2] a general and precise RD model for standard hybrid video codecs, including H.263, MPEG-4, and H.264/AVC is proposed. It is designed taking into account previous theoretical results, and based on new assumptions which are confirmed by comprehensive practical experiments. The proposed RD model is divided conceptually into two separate parts. The first part is codec specific and reflects the codec’s properties. The second part is video content specific and describes the interaction between the video content and the encoder. The general form of model can be expressed as

\[ R(Q) = E(Q^{-1}) + F(Q^{-1}) \times X, \]  

(2.1)

where \( E \) and \( F \) are two function of QP as the codec specific and the content specific parts of the model, respectively. \( X \) denotes the coding complexity and \( R \) stands for the estimated bit budget used for encoding when the QP of \( Q \) is used. The proposed RD model is a generalized form of several previously used models in which the codec specific part of the model has been ignored or simplified to a constant value independent of QP. See the RD models in [Chiang 1995], [Chiang 1997], [Gardos 1997], [Lee 2000], [ISO/IEC 2001] as examples. Considering the codec specific part of the RD model as a function of QP provides more accuracy for the model while it can be parameterized only once for each codec and can be used henceforth with no need for updates during encoding. The model can be parameterized for all types of frames and complexity measures. It can be parameterized by the MAD of motion compensated blocks in inter-prediction frames. It can also be
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parameterized for intra frames by a complexity measure such as the variance which is computed based on the frame.

A new measure for coding complexity of video content is also introduced in [P2] that specifies the relationship between rate and the video content properties. Different complexity measures have been used in previous RCAs. Generally, the number of coded bits generated in a block is proportional to the block variance. In TMN8 RCA [Gardos 1997], the rate of an intra or motion-compensated MB is modeled as a function of variance of luminance and chrominance values in the MB. In MPEG-4, Appendix-L [ISO/IEC 2001] the blocks are classified according to their variance and then a look up table is used for the estimation of encoded bits. In some RCAs, such as in [Lee 2000], [Ma 2003], and [Sullivan 2003], the MAD of motion-compensated MBs is used as a measure of complexity. From a computational complexity point of view, the MAD is preferred because it is calculated for the motion estimation process. Also the Sum Absolute Difference (SAD) for motion-compensated MBs is used as a coding complexity measure in some RCAs such as [Ngan 2003] and [Ma 2005]. MAD and SAD are appropriate for B and P frames but cannot be used for intra frames. The proposed coding complexity measure in [P2] not only can be computed over intra pictures or MBs but it can also be computed over motion-compensated MBs.

Among the known complexity measures, the variance seems to give the most accurate performance in many cases. However, experimental results show that it is insufficient when some special textural structures exist in the video. A video frame with special textures may need a large amount of bits for encoding while it has a small variance. On the other hand, some textural structures with a large variance may need only a few bits for encoding.

To reflect the shortcomings discussed above, we introduce the following coding complexity measure:

\[ X = \overline{V} + \overline{T_v} + \overline{T_h}, \]  

(2.2)

where

\[ V = \frac{1}{256} \sum_{i=1}^{16} \sum_{j=1}^{16} (P(i, j) - \overline{P}(i, j))^2, \]  

(2.3)

\[ T_v = \sum_{i=1}^{16} \sum_{j=1}^{16} |P(i, j) - P(i, j-1)|, \]  

(2.4)

\[ T_h = \sum_{i=1}^{16} \sum_{j=1}^{16} |P(i, j) - P(i-1, j)|, \]  

(2.5)

where \( X \) denotes the complexity measure. \( V \) is the variance of luminance pixels \( P(i, j) \) in one MB, \( T_v \) and \( T_h \) denote two vertical and horizontal texture measures on the luminance pixels. \( \overline{V} \), \( \overline{T_v} \) and \( \overline{T_h} \) are the average values of \( V \), \( T_v \) and \( T_h \), respectively, on a number of MBs in the frame. Experimental results indicate that these parameters can be independent,
and each of them plays an important role in coding complexity. Assuming an equal degree of relevance, they get equal weighting factors in the final closed form formula (2.2).

A number of simulations were performed on three standard video codecs including H.263, MPEG-4 (part 2), and H.264/AVC to evaluate the performance of the proposed RD model and also the proposed coding complexity measure. According to the simulation results, the proposed RD model and complexity measure always outperform the best known competitors. As typical results when the proposed RD model is parameterized by the proposed complexity measure, it can estimate the required bits for encoding an intra picture with an estimation error about 10%. This provides a very good tool for the rate control to compute a precise QP for encoding intra frames.

2.3. BIT ALLOCATION ALGORITHM FOR VBR VIDEO

In [P3] a bit allocation method for the VBR video is proposed. The idea is to make some intentional variations in the bit rate of the encoded bit stream in order to increase the overall quality. A Special P (SPP) frame is introduced to implement the proposed bit allocation method. The SPP frame is a high quality inter-prediction P picture that is inserted according to some conditions into the bit streams.

A simple block diagram for encoding P-frames is shown in Figure 2. In this diagram, P(n+1) denotes an uncompressed P-frame and P(n) denotes the uncompressed P-frame before P(n+1). P(n+1)+E(n+1) and P(n)+E(n) represent the reconstructed version of the P(n+1) and P(n) frames, respectively. E(n+1) and E(n) are the quantization errors in these frames. C(n) denotes the motion compensated frame used for encoding P(n+1). If the QP used for encoding R(n+1) is greater than the QP used for R(n), then likely E(n+1)>E(n). The higher QP distributes the quantization error over more frequency components. Therefore, the signal R(n)+E(n) has some high frequency information which is not available in the signal R(n+1)+E(n+1). This high frequency information will appear in C(n) and then in P(n+1)+E(n+1) which is the reconstructed version of P(n+1). While consequent frames have common information in all frequency components, it is likely that the quantization error of E(n+1) decreases by the injection of high frequency information available in the previous frame. The SPP frames utilize this effect. This effect has been used in a different way by Pan et al. in [Pan 2003] and Chellappa et al. in [Chellappa 2004]. Pan et al. proposed a bit allocation algorithm in which allocated bits to a P frame in a GOP decrease proportionally to its distance from the end of GOP. Chellappa et al. proposed a dual frame motion compensation method in which one short-term reference frame and one long-term reference frame are used for motion compensation to allocate bits unevenly among frames. This method periodically creates high quality frames that serve as long-term reference frames.

The SPP frame is a P-frame with a relatively small QP and high bit rate in special locations in the bit stream. The QP and the location of SPP frames are very important parameters which should be selected carefully. The aim is to take advantage of SPP frames without any cost on the average bit rate and transmission delay. When a bit budget larger
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than normal is allocated to a SPP frame, the bit budget allocated to the subsequent frames should decrease to provide a long term constant rate. The quality of the subsequent frames may degrade as a result. The idea is to find an optimal way to relocate bit budget from subsequent frames to SPP frame. A method for implementing SPP frames that can be used in conjunction with any VBR video RCA that operates on picture basis is proposed.

According to the algorithm, the RCA defines a QP for encoding each video frame. A control block placed between RCA and the encoder changes the computed QP by RCA properly to implement the proposed bit allocation algorithm. QP of the SPP frame is computed based on the QP of the normal P-frame at the same location which is computed by RCA as:

\[
Q_{SPP} = Q_p \times (\Delta + \lambda \times \frac{Q_{\bar{A}P}}{Q_{\bar{A}SIPSPP}}),
\]

where \(Q_p\) is the value of QP calculated by the rate control for the normal P-frame independently of the SPP frame. \(Q_{\bar{A}P}\) denotes the average of QP over all encoded P frames and \(Q_{\bar{A}SIPSPP}\) stands for the average of QP over all P-frames from the last SPP or intra frame to the current frame. \(\Delta\) and \(\lambda\) are two constant coefficients smaller than one which are defined heuristically. In this equation, two assumptions have been considered. First, the QP
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Figure 2: Simple diagram for encoding of P-frames
of SPP frame is proportional to that of the QP of the normal P frame. Second, when $Q_{SI}^d$ has a large value relative to $Q_P^d$, it means the changes between adjacent frames are higher than average. In this case, the effect of SPP-frame becomes limited to a smaller number of subsequent frames; and, therefore, a relatively smaller bit budget is allocated to the SPP frame. This is executed by increasing the QP of SPP frame according to the local average of QP.

The SPP frames do not have a constant frequency or interval and they are inserted in a video stream according to certain conditions. Due to the application and the RCA, different conditions can be considered. The following essential conditions are considered in [P3]:

1) \textit{Min SPP Interval:} SPP interval defines the distance between two SPP frames or between one intra frame and the next SPP frame. As a condition, the SPP interval should be greater than or equal to a threshold value $N_{(min)}$ as

$$N(\text{min}) \leq \text{SPP Interval},$$

(2.7)

The minimum value of SPP interval is defined according to the local and global average values of QP as

$$N(\text{min}) = \phi - \theta \times \frac{Q_{SI}^d}{Q_P^d},$$

(2.8)

where $\phi$ and $\theta$ are two constant coefficients. When the local QP is large, it means the changes between adjacent frames are high. In this case, the effect of SPP-frame is limited to a smaller number of subsequent frames. Therefore, the SPP frames should be closer together.

2) \textit{Buffer State:} When a RCA with buffering constraint is used, the buffer state can impose some conditions on the SPP frames. Considering a buffering model corresponding to the receiver side for the buffer, the following two conditions are proposed. A SPP frame can be inserted if:

$$B > \left( \text{Min}(B) + \alpha \times R_p \right),$$

(2.9)

$$B > B_s \times MFL,$$

(2.10)

where $B$ and $B_s$ denote the buffer fullness and buffer size, respectively. $R_p$ shows the allocated bits to the normal P-frame computed by the rate. $\alpha$ and MFL (Margin Factor for Low fullness) are two constant values. The condition defined in (2.9) prevents inserting an SPP frame if it would lead to an unnecessarily streaming delay. Condition (2.10) prevents using an SPP frame when the buffer is close to under flow. Similar conditions can be used according to the application.

It is shown in [P3] that the changes of QP on the P-frames followed by the SPP frame are negligible. Therefore, the SPP control block just tunes the location and the QP of the SPP frame without any interaction with the rate controller. After encoding an SPP frame, the QP of subsequent frames can be tuned by the RCA that is normally operating. Hence the
proposed SPP frame can be implemented independently of the RCA and this is one of the main advantages of the proposed bit allocation method.

The proposed bit allocation method has been implemented and evaluated on H.263 and MPEG-4 (part 2) encoders, baseline profile, and single reference frame. Evaluation results on a large number of known video sequences show that the SPP frames improve the average PSNR (0.32 dB in H.263 and 0.24 dB in MPEG-4) of encoded bit streams without any changes in average bit rate and buffering delay.

2.4. REGION BASED MINIMIZATION OF QUANTIZATION ERROR PROPAGATION IN VBR VIDEO

In [P3], a special bit allocation algorithm for VBR video was presented. The idea of SPP frames was introduced to implement the proposed bit allocation method. In fact the SPP frames improve the average quality of decoded video by decreasing propagation of quantization errors in subsequent frames. A special amount of details is carried once by an SPP frame which will appear in several subsequent frames. As a result, the SPP frame increases the average quality of decoded video. According to the simulation results, the performance of SPP frames depends on the amount of motion and motion properties in the video sequence.

In [P4], the idea of SPP frame is extended to MB level to minimize the propagation of quantization error based on motion properties in different regions of video frames. The video frames are divided into different regions based on motion properties in the regions. Depending on the motion prediction process, the propagation of quantization error is different in each region. In static regions or in regions with relative simple motions, the quantization error may propagate just temporarily while in regions with complex motions, the quantization error is propagated temporarily and spatially too. The content of error also depends on the motion properties. The quantization error in a static region or in a region with simple motion, in which motion prediction compensation is near perfect, can propagate to the next frames without any change. On the other hand, in a region with complex motion, the error changes between frames because of defective motion prediction compensation and integration to new errors.

Special P macroblock (SPPMB) is introduced to cope with the different types of quantization errors. An SPPMB is an intra/P MB with special temporal and spatial location and a relative large bit budget that reduces the propagation of quantization errors to the following frames. Where a near perfect motion prediction compensation is possible, SPPMBs carry high frequency information to the decoder side which increase the quality of several subsequent frames without any cost in bit budget. The temporal and spatial locations of SPPMBs and their bit budgets are very important parameters which should be determined carefully in order to increase the average quality of VBR video without any extra cost in average bit rate and delay.
A simple method for implementation of SPPMB is proposed in which a control block placed between the rate controller and the encoder defines the locations and the QPs of SPPMBs independently of the RCA. Figure 3 shows a simple block diagram for the implementation of SPPMB. The rate controller operates at the frame level and it computes a QP for each frame. The SPPMB control block uses the QP computed by the rate controller as input and determines the QP and the locations of SPPMB in the frame. Any VBR video RCA with control on frame level such as our presented controller in [P1] can be used in this structure. The SPPMB control block also uses a region map which defines the different regions in the video frames. The region map defines two or more types of regions according to motion properties in the frame. The region is defined as a group of connected neighboring MBs which have similar motion properties in a number of consequent frames.

The QP of SPPMB, it is calculated from the QP of the whole frame which is computed by the rate controller:

\[
Q_S = Q_P \times (\Delta + \lambda \times \frac{Q_{SI}}{Q_P^I}), \quad Q_S \leq Q_P,
\]

(2.11)

where \(Q_S\) denotes the QP of SPPMB and \(Q_P\) is the value of QP calculated by the rate control for the P-frame independently of the SPPMBs. \(Q_{SI}^I\) denotes the average of QP over all corresponding P MBs from the last SPPMB or intra MB in the previous frames to the current MB. \(Q_P^I\) denotes the average of QP over all encoded corresponding P MBs. \(\Delta\) and \(\lambda\) are two constant coefficients which are selected according to a region map from a set of experimentally optimized parameters. In definition of (2.11) two assumptions are considered. First, the QP of SPPMB is proportional to QP of the normal P MB at the same location. Second, when the local average \(Q_P^{LA}\) has a large value relative to the global average \(Q_P^I\), it means a larger prediction error relative to the average over all encoded frames. In this case, the effect of SPPMB becomes limited to a smaller number of subsequent frames and therefore, a relatively smaller bit budget is allocated to the SPPMB. This is implemented by increasing QP of SPPMB according to the ratio of the local average of QP to the global
average of QP. The constant coefficients used here depend on the encoder and the region map.

SPPMBs do not have a constant temporal frequency or interval. A normal inter/P MB is replaced with a SPPMB if a set of conditions are met. Although the conditions may be modified according to the application, two essential conditions are considered in [P4]. First, similar to the SPP frames a minimum interval is defined for the SPPMBs. Second, the total number of SPPMBs in one frame is limited to an upper bound to distribute the extra bit budget of SPPMBs between several frames and to prevent P frames with a large bit budget.

After encoding a P frame with a number of SPPMBs, the QP of subsequent frames is computed by the rate controller and without any interaction with the SPPMB control block. Hence, the proposed SPPMBs can be implemented independently of the RCA and this is one of the main advantages of the proposed method.

The proposed method has been implemented and evaluated on H.264/AVC codec, baseline profile using single reference frames. Simulation results on a set of known video sequences show that the proposed SPPMBs can improve the average quality (about 0.71 dB in PSNR) of compressed video. In comparison to the SPP frames, SPPMBs provide a similar enhancement in PSNR but they considerably (about 1.8) decrease the average QP used for encoding the regions that have complex motions. This means a higher visual quality in the regions that have complex motion.

More experiments on the region map resolution show that a simple binary map with only two types of regions is enough for many video sequences. The proposed bit allocation method can be used in Region of Interest (ROI) video coding where the region map may or may not be correlated with the ROI.

2.5. A SEMI-FUZZY RCA FOR VIDEO STREAMING

2.5.1. Fuzzy Control Definitions and Terminology

Fuzzy control is one of the most successful applications of fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic was introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [Zadeh 1965] as an extension of Boolean logic to model the uncertainty of natural language. Fuzzy control mimics human control logic. It uses an imprecise but very descriptive language to operate like a human operator. Fuzzy control does not require a mathematical model for the system under control and it can be simply implemented for very complex nonlinear systems. In fuzzy control, linguistic information from human experts is expressed by fuzzy IF-THEN rules. The fuzzy rules can describe the control actions that should be taken (direct control approach) or they may describe the behaviors of the system under control (indirect control approach) [Wang 1993]. Some definitions and terminology used in the fuzzy logic control are listed below.
**Crisp Sets and Fuzzy Sets**

Normal sets in classic set theory are called *crisp* sets as compared to fuzzy sets in fuzzy set theory. Let \( C \) be a crisp set defined on the universe of discourse \( X \), then for any element \( x \) of \( X \), either \( x \in C \) or \( x \not\in C \). In a fuzzy set \( F \) it is not necessary that either \( x \in F \) or \( x \not\in F \). A *membership function* (MSF) assigns to each elements \( x \) in \( X \) a value from the unit interval \([0, 1]\) that shows the degree of membership. A fuzzy set \( A \) in the universe \( X \) is defined by \( A = \{ (x, \mu_A(x)) \mid x \in X \} \), where \( \mu_A(x) \in [0,1] \) is the membership function of \( x \) in \( A \).

**Fuzzy Singleton**

A fuzzy set \( A = \{ (x, \mu_A(x)) \mid x \in X \} \) is said to be a *fuzzy singleton* if \( \mu_A(x) = 1 \) for \( x \in X \) and \( \mu_A(x) = 0 \) for all \( x' \not\in X \) with \( x' \neq x \).

**Cartesian Product**

If \( X \) and \( Y \) are two universal sets, then \( X \times Y \) is the set of all ordered pairs \((x, y)\) for \( x \in X \) and \( y \in Y \). Let \( A \) be a fuzzy set of \( X \) and \( B \) be a fuzzy set of \( Y \). The Cartesian product is defined as \( A \times B = \{ (z, \mu_{A \times B}(z)) \mid z = (x, y) \in Z, Z = X \times Y \} \), where \( \mu_{A \times B}(z) = \mu_A(x) \wedge \mu_B(y) \).

**Fuzzy Relation**

A *fuzzy relation* is used to describe the association between two things. If \( R \) is a subset of \( X \times Y \), then \( R \) is said to be a relation between \( X \) and \( Y \), or a relation on \( X \times Y \). A fuzzy relation is a fuzzy set as \( R(x, y) = \{ ((x, y), \mu_R(x, y)) \mid (x, y) \in X \times Y, \mu_R(x, y) \in [0,1] \} \), where \( \mu_R(x, y) \) is the membership function of \( R \).

**Composition of Fuzzy Relations**

The composition operations provide means for combining several fuzzy sets and relations. Let \( R \) and \( S \) be fuzzy relations on \( X \times Y \) and \( Y \times Z \) respectively. The *so-called Sub-Star composition* of \( R \) and \( S \) is a fuzzy relation on \( X \times Z \) defined as:

\[
R \circ S \Leftrightarrow \mu_{R \circ S}(x, z) = \text{sub}_{y \in Y} \{ \mu_R(x, y) \ast \mu_S(y, z) \},
\]

where the “\( \ast \)” can be any t-norm operator. The *t-norm* operator corresponds to the conjunction “AND” and the most commonly used operations for t-norm are

\[
T_m(x, y) = \min(x, y), \quad \text{Fuzzy Intersection}
\]

\[
T_b(x, y) = xy, \quad \text{Algebraic Product}
\]

\[
T_p(x, y) = \max(0, x + y - 1), \quad \text{Bounded Product}
\]
Fuzzy Implication

Fuzzy implication is used to represent fuzzy rules. It is a mapping from an input fuzzy region $A$ onto an output fuzzy region $B$ according to a defined fuzzy relation $R$ on $A \times B$ as $B = A \circ R$. It is denoted by $A \rightarrow B$.

Fuzzy Logic Control System

A basic block diagram of a fuzzy logic controller is shown in Figure 4. The inputs to the controller are feedback crisp signals from the output of the system under control and the outputs of fuzzy controller are the crisp control signals. The fuzzy controller performs a mapping from crisp inputs to crisp outputs. The fuzzifier maps a crisp point at the input into a fuzzy set. As example a singleton fuzzifier maps a crisp input into a fuzzy singleton. The fuzzy rule base consists of a collection of fuzzy IF-THEN rules. Mamdani fuzzy rules and Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy rules are two popular types of fuzzy rules. A general form of Mamdani fuzzy rule can be expressed as:

$$ R^l_m : \text{IF } x_1 \text{ is } F^l_1 \text{ AND } \ldots \text{ AND } x_n \text{ is } F^l_n \text{ THEN } y \text{ is } G^l, \quad l=1,\ldots,m $$

where $x=(x_1,\ldots,x_n)^T \in X$ and $y \in Y$ are the input and output linguistic variables respectively. $F^l_i$ and $G^l$ are labels of fuzzy sets in $X_i$ and $Y$ respectively, where $X = X_1 \times \cdots \times X_n$.

The general form of a TS fuzzy rule is described as:

$$ R^l_i : \text{IF } x_1 \text{ is } F^l_1 \text{ AND } \ldots \text{ AND } x_n \text{ is } F^l_n \text{ THEN } y = c_0^l + c_1^lx_1 + \ldots + c_m^lx_m^l, \quad l=1,\ldots,m $$

where $F^l_i$ are fuzzy sets, $c_i^l$ are real valued parameters, $y^l$ is input of the system under control. In the TS fuzzy rules, the premise is fuzzy but the consequence is crisp.

The fuzzy inference engine performs a mapping from fuzzy sets in $X = X_1 \times \cdots \times X_n$ to fuzzy sets in $Y$. The fuzzy inference engine uses fuzzy reasoning to conclude a fuzzy set for each fuzzy rule according to the input information. The fuzzy reasoning based on the generalized modus ponens (GMP) can be written in IF-THEN form as

Premise 1: \hspace{1cm} IF $x$ is $A$ THEN $y$ is $B$

Premise 2: \hspace{1cm} $x$ is $A'$

Consequence: \hspace{1cm} $y$ is $B'$

where $A, A', B$, and $B'$ are fuzzy sets. Using compositional rule of inference $B'$ can be computed as

$$ B' = A' \circ R = A' \circ (A \times B). $$
The final fuzzy set is obtained by combining the fuzzy sets concluded from each fuzzy rule. The $t$-conorm operators that correspond to the fuzzy disjunction “OR” are used for combining fuzzy sets. The most commonly used operations for the $t$-conorm are:

\[
C_m(x, y) = \max(x, y), \quad \text{Fuzzy Union}
\]

\[
C_s(x, y) = \min(1, x + y), \quad \text{Bounded Sum}
\]

\[
T_p(x, y) = x + y - xy, \quad \text{Algebraic Sum}
\]

The defuzzifier maps the fuzzy sets in $Y$ to a real number. The defuzzified output is treated as the control signal for the process under control. Popular defuzzification methods include the center-average (centroid) defuzzifier, and the mean-of-maxima defuzzifier. The center-average defuzzifier generates a control signal by finding the center of gravity of the area surrounded by the aggregated membership function and horizontal axis. The mean-of-maxima defuzzifier generates a control signal that represents the mean value over all fuzzy sets whose membership functions reach the maximum. A review on fuzzy logic controllers is presented in [Lee 1990].

**Fuzzy Controllers**

In this thesis, fuzzy controllers have been utilized in different scenarios. A simple fuzzy system with two inputs including singleton fuzzifier, center-average defuzzifier, and product inference engine in which the algebraic product is used for t-norm operations, have been employed in all the scenarios. However, the structure of the system under control, the fuzzy rules, and fuzzy membership functions have been designed properly to the scenarios.

**2.5.2. Semi-Fuzzy Rate Control Algorithm**

A RCA for real-time VBR video application was proposed in [P1]. It performs well but it has many tuning parameters that should be adjusted according to the application. A fuzzy-logic-based RCA for MPEG video is presented in [Tsang 1998]. We proposed two other fuzzy RCAs for mobile and streaming applications in [S1][S2]. The presented RCA in [S1]
is a simple fuzzy rate controller for mobile applications including local recording, streaming, and multimedia messaging services (MMS). This RCA has been implemented on MPEG-4 (part-2) and H.263 and good results were obtained. The proposed RCA in [S2] is a fuzzy controller which is optimized for video streaming applications with a relatively high delay. It also utilizes the coding complexity measure proposed in [P2] to calculate the QP of intra pictures. Another fuzzy RCA is proposed with delay constraint optimized for video streaming over DVB-H applications in [S3]. This RCA provides more control over the bit rate in a low delay. A generalized form of this RCA has been published in [P5].

The proposed RCA in [P5] is a Semi-Fuzzy (SF) controller that can be used for a wide range of VBR applications. The term semi-fuzzy is adopted because a fuzzy controller cooperates with a classic controller. The semi-fuzzy RCA is a modified version of our previous RCA that is tuned easily for different applications. The input signals, fuzzy rules, and fuzzy membership functions have been modified. Furthermore, in the new version, the gain of the fuzzy feedback loop is adjusted adaptively according to the application. Moreover, the QP of I-pictures is computed adaptively to the application and content. The adaptation features used in the new RCA makes it easy to be tuned for different applications.

The proposed algorithm has a low degree of complexity. It does not use any RD model directly and therefore, there is no need to update the RD model parameters based on a complexity measure such as variance or MAD. The proposed RCA can be used for almost all hybrid video coding standards with any rate distortion optimization process [Sullivan 1998], [Wiegand 2001], [Wiegand 2003a]. There is no chicken-and-egg dilemma for H.264/AVC encoder anymore because the QP is calculated only based on results of previous encoded pictures.

**Overview of RCA**

The semi-fuzzy RCA controls the bit rate by adjusting the QP on a picture basis. It utilizes a fuzzy rate controller in conjunction with a quality controller and several other tools to calculate the QP for different types of video picture. Although here only intra-prediction pictures (I-picture) and reference inter-prediction pictures (P-pictures) are explained, the algorithm can be easily extended to other types of pictures as well. The fuzzy controller utilizes a virtual buffer to impose buffering constraints on the bit stream. The quality controller uses another feedback from the PSNR of encoded video to minimize the variations of picture quality.

The RCA can be functionally divided into two main parts. The first part utilizes the fuzzy controller and the quality controller to compute the QP of P-pictures. The second part of algorithm uses several other feedback signals from the buffer state, uncompressed and compressed video to calculate the QP of I-Picture based on some functions derived from a simple RD model. The I-pictures at the scene cut boundaries are treated differently from the normal I-pictures at the periodic random access points. In VBR, the bit allocation to I-pictures has a remarkable impact on the overall RD performance. Therefore, the QP of I-
pictures is computed very carefully in this RCA. The key point in the proposed RCA is to prevent unnecessary variations in quality while the buffer constraint is obeyed. Some details about the semi-fuzzy RCA are presented in the sequel.

**Reference Inter Prediction Pictures**

The QP for P-pictures is defined by the fuzzy controller and the quality controller. Figure 5 depicts the block diagram of the proposed rate control system for the P-pictures. The fuzzy controller, the quality controller and the virtual buffer are the basic elements of the control system. The fuzzy controller attempts to control the bit rate of the encoded bit stream by controlling the variation of QP while it has been optimized such that to prevent unnecessary fluctuations of QP. In computation of QP, it is assumed that the subsequent video pictures have a similar degree of complexity (except in scene cuts) so the complexity of the previous encoded picture is used as an estimate for the complexity of the subsequent picture and the QP of the subsequent picture is computed based on QP of previous encoded picture with small variation which is defined by both the fuzzy and the quality controllers. The fuzzy controller uses two feedback signals from the buffer fullness and the bit rate. The quality controller utilizes a feedback signal from the quality (PSNR) of encoded. Furthermore, a low pass filter (LPF) smoothes the feedback signal from the rate to the fuzzy controller to smooth the variations in the output of the fuzzy controller. The QP for the current P-picture \( Q_P \) is the sum of the QP used for encoding the previous picture and the output of the fuzzy controller \( \Delta Q_F \) added to the output of the quality controller \( \Delta Q_Q \) or

\[
Q_P(i) = Q_P(i-1) + \Delta Q_F(i) + \Delta Q_Q(i) .
\]  

(2.12)

From the system point of view, the main part of the computed QP for a P-picture is the delayed version of QP used for the previous picture and the control (variation) of QP is provided by the fuzzy controller and the quality controller. From the RD performance point of view, the RD performance of previous encoded pictures is used as reference for the next picture and small deviation from the reference point is computed. The main advantage of this approach is that in the small range around the reference point, all nonlinear functions that exist in the system can be assumed as linear without losing computational accuracy. More details about the RCA elements are presented below.
Virtual Buffer

The virtual buffer used by the controller simulates the buffering process of the decoder in the receiving side of a CBR channel. Although it utilizes a simple model, it is nearly identical to the hypothetical reference decoder models used in different video coding standards. The occupancy of virtual buffer is updated after encoding each video picture as:

\[
O_b(i + 1) = O_b(i) - B(i) + \left( \frac{R_f}{F} \right),
\]

Where \(O_b(i)\) denotes the occupancy of virtual buffer before encoding the \(i^{th}\) picture. \(B(i)\) shows the number of bits consumed by the \(i^{th}\) encoded picture (P or I). \(R_f\) indicates the target average bit rate for the bit stream or the channel bandwidth and \(F\) stands for the frame rate. Note that the virtual buffer models the decoder buffer at the receiver side. Therefore, the occupancy of this buffer corresponds to the free space of a buffer at the encoder or transmitter side.

Fuzzy Controller

From the non-fuzzy rate control approach we learned that many heuristic functions coexist with the nonlinear RD models in the rate control process. As a new approach, the fuzzy controller is selected for this structure because nonlinear functions and the complexities that exist in rate control tasks can be simply included in the fuzzy rules and fuzzy membership functions. Generally, a fuzzy controller can be designed based on the expert experiences or it can be learnt from examples. Therefore, a fuzzy controller is a good option to use the many heuristic results for the video rate control. Moreover, according to the block diagram shown...
in Figure 5, a controller is required to define a small quantized value based on rough measurements on the bit rate and buffer fullness. These properties make it fit to a fuzzy controller with low resolution inputs and output.

The fuzzy controller has two input signals that are normalized values of the buffer occupancy and the actual bit rate of P-pictures. Buffer occupancy is normalized by the buffer size and the actual bit rate of P-pictures is normalized by the target bit rate for P-pictures. While in VBR the consumed bit budget by P-pictures can be very different from that of I-pictures, depending on the frequency of I-pictures in the bit stream, the target bit rate of P-pictures can be very different from the whole target bit rate. It is attempted to estimate a precise value for the target bit rate of P-pictures to be used for the normalization purpose. The fuzzy inputs are defined as:

\[ x_1 = \frac{O_S}{S_B}, \quad (2.14) \]

\[ x_2 = \frac{B_P F}{R_T} \left( 1 + \frac{X_{IP} - 1}{I_I} \right), \quad (2.15) \]

where \( B_P \) denotes the consumed bit budget by the previous encoded P-picture. \( I_I \) stands for the interval of periodic I-pictures in the bit stream in terms of number of pictures. \( X_{IP} \) indicates the coding complexity of I-pictures relative to P-pictures and it is computed as:

\[ X_{IP} = \frac{B_I}{B_P}, \quad (2.16) \]

where \( B_I \) and \( B_P \) denote the average consumed bit budgets by the encoded I-pictures and P-pictures, respectively. If the previous encoded picture is an intra picture, the value of \( B_P \) in (2.15) is reset to the value of \( B_I / X_{IP} \). To suppress the fluctuations of QP results of short-term variations in complexity of video pictures, the low pass filter (LPF) smoothes the variation of \( B_P \) before input to the fuzzy controller. The impulse response of used LPF is:

\[ H(z) = m / \left( m + 1 - z^{-1} \right), \quad (2.17) \]

where \( m \) is a constant value and good results are obtained with \( m=1.2 \).

All fuzzy rules and the output of the fuzzy controller are summarized in Table I. The letters H, L, M and V correspond to the fuzzy descriptions High, Low, Medium, and Very, respectively. The number before V shows the number of repetition or level of strength. As an example from the table, it can be expressed as: if \( x_1 \) is VL and \( x_2 \) is H Then (Output is 3VH). 3VH stands for Very Very Very High. The input signals are specified by their fuzzy membership functions. The inputs \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) employ nine and seven fuzzy membership functions, respectively. The fuzzy rules and membership functions were designed based on the experiences form our previous RCA. The asymmetric structures in the table of fuzzy rule and fuzzy MSF are related to a number of facts which affect the operation of RCA. The nonlinearity of the RD function and the difference between the bit budgets of I and P-
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pictures are two key points that cause the asymmetry in the structures. The other key point is that the control loop gain is a function of buffer conditions. A more aggressive control is required when the buffer fullness is close to critical conditions to prevent underflow and overflow and a looser control is preferred when the buffer fullness is far from the critical conditions to prevent unnecessary variations in quality of encoded video. After preliminary design of the fuzzy system, an optimization process was performed for fine tuning the fuzzy membership functions. In the optimization process several parameters including average bit rate, average PSNR, average QP, and standard deviation of PSNR were considered. The final membership functions are depicted in Figure 6. The desired central values for the output of the fuzzy system correspond to the fuzzy rules in Table I are depicted in Table II.

![Membership functions of the linguistic variables](image)

**Figure 6: Membership functions of the linguistic variables**

### TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF THE IF-THEN FUZZY RULES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$x_1$</th>
<th>HL</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>MH</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>ML</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>VL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>6VL</td>
<td>5VL</td>
<td>4VL</td>
<td>3VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVL</td>
<td>5VL</td>
<td>4VL</td>
<td>3VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>4VL</td>
<td>3VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVL</td>
<td>3VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$x_2$</th>
<th>VH</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>MH</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>ML</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>VL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>6VL</td>
<td>5VL</td>
<td>4VL</td>
<td>3VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVL</td>
<td>5VL</td>
<td>4VL</td>
<td>3VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>4VL</td>
<td>3VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVL</td>
<td>3VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$X_1$</th>
<th>VH</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>MH</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>ML</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>VL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>6VL</td>
<td>5VL</td>
<td>4VL</td>
<td>3VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVL</td>
<td>5VL</td>
<td>4VL</td>
<td>3VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>4VL</td>
<td>3VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVL</td>
<td>3VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>2VL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVL</td>
<td>1VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>0VL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TABLE 2: DESIRED CENTRAL VALUES FOR THE OUTPUT OF THE FUZZY SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VH</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\mathbf{x}_1$

A well-known and simple fuzzy system with two inputs using product inference engine, singleton fuzzifier, and center-average defuzzifier, was used

$$f(x_1, x_2) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_1} \sum_{j=1}^{N_2} \mu_{A_i^{(1)}}(x_1) \cdot \mu_{A_j^{(2)}}(x_2)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_1} \sum_{j=1}^{N_2} \mu_{A_i^{(1)}}(x_1) \cdot \mu_{A_j^{(2)}}(x_2)}, \quad (2.18)$$

where $f(x_1, x_2)$ denotes the approximated output and \{\(A_i^{(1)}, A_j^{(2)}, ..., A_N^{(1)}\)\}_{i,j} are fuzzy sets with \{\(\mu_{A_i^{(1)}}(x_1)\)\}_{1\leq i \leq N_1} and \{\(\mu_{A_j^{(2)}}(x_2)\)\}_{1\leq j \leq N_2} membership functions defined for inputs $x_1$ and $x_2$, respectively. The central desired outputs are denoted by $\overline{y}^{(1/2)}$. More information about the derivation steps of the fuzzy system is presented in [Wang 1994].

The output of the fuzzy system is passed through a gain control block that adaptively tunes the gain of the feedback loop according to the buffer size (or delay) and the video content properties as:

$$\Delta Q_F = G_F \times R_F / S_B \times f(x_1, x_2), \quad (2.19)$$

where $G_F$ is a coefficient which can be used for fine tuning of the RCA according to the video content properties. To tune $G_F$ adaptively to the content, in the range, it can be roughly considered as a linear function of the average relative complexity as defined in (2.16).

**Quality Controller**

The quality controller computes an additive term to the final QP based on the quality of the previously encoded picture and a local average quality of encoded pictures. The idea is while the fuzzy controller provides the buffer constraint; the quality controller minimizes the variation in quality of the encoded video using the available buffer space. To compute the
output of the quality controller $\Delta Q_o$, the average values (over encoded pictures in the current scene) of QP and PSNR are considered as a reference point. Then, it is attempted to drive the PSNR of subsequent pictures to the reference point with a gain proportional to the current deviation from the reference point. The output of the quality controller is computed by

$$\Delta Q_o = \theta \times \bar{Q}(PSNR - \overline{PSNR}), \quad -1 \leq \Delta Q \leq 1,$$

(2.20)

where $\bar{Q}$ is the average QP over the encoded frames in the current scene. $PSNR$ and $\overline{PSNR}$ are the PSNR of the previously encoded frame and the average PSNR over the encoded frames in the current scene, respectively. The PSNR values are computed based on the luminance component. The $\theta$ is a constant coefficient that defines the gain of the quality control loop. A larger gain for the quality control loop provides more constant quality while it may increase the fluctuations of buffer fullness. This means additional use of available space in the buffer. The value of $\Delta Q_o$ is limited to the range of (-1, 1) to enforce the buffer constraint and to prevent instability in the control system.

In fact the fuzzy controller and the quality controller operate in parallel feedback loops that can have positive or negative outputs. If the outputs of the two controllers have different signs, it means there is a conflict between controlling the rate and controlling the quality. When the buffer conditions are critical, priority is given to the fuzzy rate controller to enforce the buffer constraint. Note that according to (2.20), the output of the quality controller is bounded in the range of [-1, 1] while the output of the fuzzy controller can vary over a wider range. Therefore, when the buffer conditions are critical, the output of the fuzzy controller is dominant and in the normal buffer conditions, depending on the quality measure, the quality controller can be dominant. Note also that it is possible to have a considerable increase or decrease in QP just by the quality controller because of integration of subsequent outputs after a number of frames.

**Intra Prediction Pictures**

The QP of I-picture is computed based on the picture complexity, target bit rate, buffer state, and scene cut information. Figure 7 depicts a block diagram for the calculation of QP for I-pictures. There are two types of I-pictures in the bit stream: periodic I-pictures which are placed in locations with a constant frequency and the I- pictures which are inserted at the beginning of scene cuts. The proposed QP for both types of I-pictures is formulated as:

$$Q_i = Q_R + A_c(\Delta Q_x + \Delta Q_B + \Delta Q_D),$$

(2.21)

where $Q_i$ denotes the QP of I-picture. $A_c$ is a constant value called content adaptation factor that can be used for fine tuning the rate control according to video content properties. $Q_R$ is
Figure 7: Block diagram of the RCA for the I-Pictures

a reference value for the $Q_I$ computed differently for the two types of I-pictures. The control of $Q_I$ or the variation of $Q_I$ around the reference $Q_R$ is imposed by three controlling signals $\Delta Q_X$, $\Delta Q_B$, and $\Delta Q_D$. The signals $\Delta Q_X$ and $\Delta Q_B$ adapt the QP of I-pictures according to the coding complexity of video picture and the occupancy of virtual buffer respectively. Moreover, $\Delta Q_D$ adapts the QP according to the target delay which is a function of target bit rate and the size of virtual buffer. While $Q_R$ defines a reference value for the QP, the controlling signals make small variations around the reference value. To compute the small variations around the reference point, it is enough to use a simple first-order RD model. More details about the controlling signals and the reference QP are presented in [P5].

**Simulation Results**

The proposed semi-fuzzy RCA has been evaluated from different points of view using comprehensive simulations on various video contents encoded by different encoding parameters. The results of encoding have been compared with the constant QP encoding case and also with the JM RCA. According to the average simulation results, in comparison with the constant QP case, the semi-fuzzy algorithm has provided a lower delay, a higher PSNR (0.2dB), and a smaller average QP (0.2) at the expense of a larger standard deviation of PSNR. In comparison with the JM RCA, it provides a lower standard deviation for the PSNR, a smaller average QP (0.3) in a similar operating point in terms of PSNR and delay.

Results of more simulations show that the semi-fuzzy RCA can operate in a wide range of operating area between constant bit rate and constant quality. Moreover, graphical results show that there are strong correlations between the graphs of QP, PSNR and occupancy of buffer provided by the semi-fuzzy RCA algorithm. The strong correlation between the
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graphs means that the bit allocation is always implemented according to the complexity of the video content and available resources including the bit budget and delay.

From a computational complexity point of view, the proposed RCA has a remarkably low degree of complexity. Simulation results show that the proposed RCA has a computational complexity less than 4% of the JM RCA in terms of processing time. According to the provided results there is a big difference between the complexities of the two algorithms. The difference is even bigger when JM RCA is used with control at the MB level.
Chapter 3

Video Coding for Streaming over DVB-H

3.1. INTRODUCTION TO DVB-H

DVB-H (Digital Video Broadcasting for Handheld) is an ETSI specification for delivering broadcast services to battery-powered handheld receivers [ETSI EN302304], [Kornfeld 2004], [May 2004], [Faria 2006]. DVB-H is mainly based on the DVB-T specification for digital terrestrial television, adding to it a number of features to take into account the limited battery life of handheld receivers, and the particular mobile environments in which such devices must operate [ETSI EN300744], [Labeledusch 2006].

Comparing to digital terrestrial television, handheld television presents several technical challenges. First, mobile terminals have very small antenna size comparing to standard television antennas. Consequently, handheld terminals need stronger signals than standard television. Second, a handheld receiver is expected to work everywhere, especially inside buildings and in moving vehicles. This demands more robustness for transmission signal. Finally, handheld terminals use battery power supply with limited lifetime which restricts the working time and processing power. The DVB-H mobile TV standard addresses these issues by adding a number of features to DVB-T standard. DVB-H adds functional changes in the link and physical layers while it is backward compatible with DVB-T. In the link layer, DVB-H has two new elements when compared to DVB-T: Time Slicing and Multiprotocol Encapsulation Forward Error Correction (MPE-FEC). More details about these extensions are presented in the sequel. The extensions of DVB-H in the physical layer are not relevant to the subject of this thesis and hence not discussed here.


**Time-Sliced Transmission**

Services used in mobile handheld terminals require relatively low bit rates. The estimated maximum bit rate for streaming video services using advanced compression technologies is in the order of a few hundred Kb/s. A DVB transmission system usually provides a bandwidth of 10 Mb/s or more. This provides a possibility to significantly reduce the average power consumption of a DVB-H receiver by introducing a transmission scheme based on time division multiplexing. This scheme is called time-slicing. To reduce the power consumption in handheld terminals, the service data is time-sliced and then sent through the channel as bursts at a significantly higher bit rate compared to the bit rate of the audio-visual service. Time-slicing enables a receiver to stay active only a small fraction of the time, while receiving bursts of a requested service. This significantly reduces the power consumption used for radio reception parts. Figures 8 and 9 compare the continuous and the time-sliced transmission schemes in typical DVB-T and DVB-H channels. Figure 9 also shows the backward compatibility of DVB-H with DVB-T system in which a number of time-slice DVB-H services are multiplexed to one DVB-T transmission channel. Time-slicing also supports a quasi-optimum seamless handover by accomplishing the changing of the reception from one transport stream to another during the off-time between two bursts.

**MPE-FEC**

DVB-H employs an additional FEC to further improve mobile and indoor reception performance of DVB-T. In FEC a number of $p$ extra symbols, called parity, are added to equal-length data symbols by a FEC code. In case of error, a FEC code can ideally reconstruct any $p$ corrupted data symbols, when the location of the error is known and the number of corrupted symbols is less than $p/2$. The Reed-Solomon FEC code [Reed 1960] is a good example of an FEC code that is optionally used in DVB-H. Since Reed-Solomon code is a systematic code, that is, the source data remains unchanged after FEC encoding, MPE-FEC decoding is made optional for DVB-H receivers. MPE-FEC is computed over IP packets [Postel 1981].

![Figure 8. Continuous transmission of parallel services in DVB-T channel](image-url)
Time slicing and FEC are performed in a network element called *IP encapsulator*. The IP encapsulator encapsulates IP packets into *Multi-Protocol Encapsulation (MPE) Sections* which are further packetized into MPEG-2 *Transport Stream* packets. The optional FEC codes are also encapsulated into MPE-FEC sections. MPE sections are transmitted prior to MPE-FEC sections such that a receiver can just receive the unprotected data and ignore the protection data that follows.

**Video Streaming over DVB-H**

Video streaming over DVB-H channels significantly differs from other video streaming applications. The time-sliced transmission scheme is used in DVB-H to increase the battery life time of handheld receivers. The end-to-end delay of DVB-H services has increased due to the time-sliced transmission scheme. Depending on the time-slicing parameters, a lower end-to-end delay is possible by more power consumption at the receiver. Moreover, the end to end delay increases due to the variations that exist in the bit rate of the encoded media bit streams that are broadcasted. Variable bit rate video encoding is used to provide higher visual quality for broadcast services. For a given level of variations in bit rate, the end-to-end delay can decrease by a higher transmission bandwidth that means less utilization of bandwidth. On the other hand, the bandwidth utilization can be improved by statistical multiplexing of VBR broadcast services. Therefore, the video quality, end-to-end delay, bandwidth utilization, and power consumption of DVB-H receiver are related parameters. These parameters should be considered simultaneously when a DVB-H broadcast system is designed.

In this thesis, first the relationships between the end-to-end delay, the receiver power consumption, and the perceived video quality are explored in [P6] to provide some reference points for the system design and also for the video encoding and rate control task. According to the results provided in [P6], a delay constrained fuzzy RCA for DVB-H application is proposed [S3]. The proposed RCA is optimized for a DVB-H application to provide VBR bit...
streams with a relative constant visual quality and low end-to-end delay. In another major contribution of this thesis, a video encoding method for broadcast over DVB-H is proposed in [P7] that considerably decreases the end-to-end delay of DVB-H services. The contributions [P6] and [P7] are summarized in the sequel.

3.2. OPTIMAL CHANNEL SWITCHING DELAY IN IPDC OVER DVB-H

Channel switching delay or *tune-in time* in *IP data casting* (IPDC) over DVB-H refers to the time between the start of switching to a new service channel and the start of media rendering. Tune-in time is one of the significant factors in end-to-end delay of DVB-H broadcast system. Figure 10 shows a graphical demonstration for the channel switching delay in DVB-H when switching from Service 1 to Service 2. The shown delay times in the graph are: *Arrival Delay* (delay to arrival of desired burst), *Reception Delay* (reception duration of desired burst), *Decapsulation Buffering Delay*, *Decoder Refresh Delay* (delay to the first random access point, e.g. an *Instantaneous Decoder Refresh* (IDR) picture in H.264/AVC video coding standard or I-picture in other video coding standards), *Decoder Buffering Delay* (Initial buffering period of Coded Picture Buffer). The decapsulation buffering delay includes two buffering delays for the *Multi-protocol Decapsulation Buffer* (MDB) and *RTP* (Real Time Protocol) *Decapsulation Buffer* (RDB) [S4], [ETSI TS102472]. A buffering model for hypothetical DVB-H receiver has been proposed in [S4] that has been adopted in the standard specification [ETSI TS102472]. The decapsulation buffering delay is required to compensate the variations that exist in the burst size and the decoder buffering delay is needed to compensate the variations that exist in the bit rate of media bit streams. Moreover, another delay is needed for synchronization between the associated streams (e.g. audio and video) of the streaming session which is not shown in the graph.

![Figure 10: Channel switching timing graphs](image-url)
Channel switching delay or tune-in time in IPDC over DVH-H is related to several essential parameters in the system including power consumption and video quality that are studied in [P6]. The results of the study are summarized in the sequel.

**Power Consumption and Delay**

In DVB-H, service data are time sliced and then sent to the channel as bursts at a significantly higher bit rate compared to the bit rate of the audio-visual service. This enables a receiver to stay active only a small fraction of the time, and thereafter decreases the consumed power for data reception. Figure 11 depicts the burst parameters in time-slicing scheme. *Burst Size* $B_B$ refers to the number of network layer bits within a burst. *Burst Bit Rate* $R_B$ is the bit rate used by a time-sliced elementary stream while transmitting a burst. *Constant Bit Rate* $R_C$ is the average bit rate required by the elementary stream when not time-sliced. *Burst Duration* $T_B$ is the time from the beginning to the end of the burst. *Off-Time* $T_{off}$ is the time between subsequent bursts of the same service. The percentage of power saving resulting from time-slicing can be expressed as:

$$P_S = \frac{T_{off}}{T_{on} + T_{off}} \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $T_{on}$ denotes *On-Time* or the time duration when the radio receiver is on. For a given $R_B$ and $R_C$, a closed form function for the percentage of power saving is derived in [P6] as:

$$P_S = \left(1 - R_C \left( \frac{1}{R_B (1 - h)} + \frac{T_S}{B_B} \right) \right) \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where $T_S$ denotes the *Synchronization Time* that is required by a receiver to re-acquire lock onto the signal before the start of the reception of the next burst. $h$ is a constant value that compensates the overhead caused by the transport packet and section headers. Using (3.2) a closed form expression relating power saving and *receiving delay* (including the delay to arrival of the desired burst and the reception time of the burst) is given as:

\[\text{Figure 11: Burst parameters}\]
were $D_R$ denotes the receiving delay.

For transmission of an elementary stream with a desired average bit rate of $R_C$, by a transmission channel with bandwidth $R_B$, different operating points on the power saving curves $(P_S, D_R)$ can be found from (3.3). Considering typical values for $h$ (0.04 or 4%) and $T_S$ (200 ms), a set of power saving curves are depicted in Figure 12. The power saving curves are computed for two different values of $R_B$ (5 Mb/s and 10 Mb/s) and three different values of $R_C$ (300, 400, 500 Kb/s). The results are used to find an optimal operating area in terms of receiving delay and the receiver power consumption.

**Video Quality and Delay**

In time-sliced services at least one random access point in each burst is desired. Therefore, the maximum value of the decoder refresh delay is related to the power saving percentage. The average value of decoder refresh delay, which decreases by frequent intra pictures in the bit stream, is constrained by the compression performance and video quality. For a given bit rate, when the number of intra pictures increases, the average quality of encoded bit stream degrades because, in comparison with inter prediction pictures, intra pictures need a higher bit budget for encoding in a similar quality. The decoder buffering delay is also related to the video quality. The buffering delay is defined according to variations that exist in the bit rate
To find optimal values for the decoder refresh delay and buffering delay an empirical approach was used. A set of simulation was run in which a set of video sequences with various contents were encoded with different encoding parameters related to decoder refresh delay and buffering delay. For each encoded bit stream the PSNR of the luma component, the mean and the standard deviation of the QP of encoded frames were measured as quality criteria. Smaller values for the mean and the standard deviation of QP correspond to a higher quality. Sample simulation results are depicted in Figure 13 for a typical parameter set including: 300 kb/s bit rate, 15 fps frame rate, and QVGA picture format. The figure shows the average PSNR of compressed video, (luma components) as a function of two delays: decoder refresh delay and initial buffering delay.

According to simulation results an operating area is recommended in [P6] that provides optimal results in terms of tune-in time and video quality. The recommended values are provided based on simulation in which a single DVB-H service is transmitted through a CBR channel. The recommended values can be relaxed if statistical multiplexing is used for simultaneous transmission of a number of services.
3.3. TUNE-IN TIME REDUCTION IN VIDEO STREAMING OVER DVB-H

A simplified block diagram of a conventional IPDC system over DVB-H is depicted in Figure 14. As shown, a content encoder encodes an uncompressed source signal into a compressed media bit stream. Content encoder is typically capable of encoding more than one media type, e.g. audio and video. Alternatively, more than one content encoder may be required to code different media types of the source signal.

The coded media bit stream is transferred to a server. Examples of the format used in transmission include an elementary self-contained bit stream format, a packet stream format, or one or more coded media bit streams encapsulated into a container file. Content encoder and server may reside on the same physical device or may be included in separate devices. Content encoder and server may operate with live real-time content, in which case the coded media bit stream may not be stored permanently, but rather buffered for small periods of time in content encoder and/or in server to smooth out variations in processing delay, transfer delay, and coded media bit rate. Content encoder may also operate off-line considerably earlier than when the bit stream is transmitted from the server. In such a case, the system may include a content database, which may reside on a separate device or on the same device as the content encoder and/or server.

The server may be an IP multicast server using real-time media transport over RTP. The server is configured to encapsulate the coded media bit stream into RTP packets according to an RTP payload format. Although not shown in this figure, the system may contain more than one server. The server is connected to an IP encapsulator. The connection between the server and the IP encapsulator may be through the IP network or a fixed-line private network. The IP encapsulator encapsulates IP packets into MPE Sections which are further packetized into MPEG-2 Transport Stream packets. The IP encapsulator optionally uses MPE-FEC based on Reed-Solomon codes. An IPDC system over DVB-H further includes at least one radio transmitter which is not discussed here. To reduce power consumption in handheld terminals, the service data is time-sliced and then sent to the channel as bursts. Finally, the system includes recipients, capable of receiving, demodulating, decapsulating, decoding, and rendering the transmitted signal, resulting into uncompressed media data.

One of the critical factors in tune-in time is the time until a media decoder is refreshed to produce correct output frames, which can be minimized if an MPE-FEC frame is started with

![Figure 14: Simplified block diagram of a conventional IPDC system](image-url)
a random access point, such as an IDR picture in H.264/AVC. It should be noted that if the
decoder started decoding from an IDR picture that is not at the beginning of a time-slice
immediately when the time-slice is received, the input buffer for decoding would drain
before the arrival of the next time-slice and there would be a gap in video playback
corresponding to the play out duration from the beginning of the time-slice to the first IDR
picture.

In IPDC over DVB-H, the content encoding and the encapsulation to MPE-FEC frames
are implemented independently and it is hard to control the exact location of IDR pictures
relative to the boundaries of MPE-FEC frames. Using very frequent IDR pictures in the bit
stream may reduce the average decoder refresh delay. However, frequent IDR pictures in the
bit stream drop the compression efficiency remarkably.

A method for fast channel zapping in Set-Top Box applications has been presented in
[Boyce 2005] in which an auxiliary bit stream including frequent low quality IDR pictures is
sent to the receiver in parallel to the main bit stream. When channel change the receiver
replaces an inter picture from the main bit stream with an IDR picture from the auxiliary bit
stream. Although this method can decrease the average tune-in time in IPCD over DVB-H, it
cannot minimize the tune-in time, as the IDR picture intervals in the auxiliary bit stream may
not match with time-slice intervals. Furthermore, the auxiliary bit stream consumes a
considerable amount of transmission bandwidth. Moreover, some modifications in the
receiver are required relative to the DVB-H specifications to switch between two bit streams.
Finally, the employed low quality IDR pictures degrade the quality of the subsequent
pictures up to the next normal IDR picture.

In [S5], we proposed a video splicing method, which minimizes the decoder refresh time
in IPDC over DVB-H without any increase in bandwidth and no modifications at the
receiver, at the expense of a reasonable degradation in video quality. We proposed a
modification in the operation of IPDC system, which minimizes the decoder refresh delay by
an IDR picture splicing method. The proposed method is implemented partially at the
encoder and at the IP encapsulator. According to the proposed video splicing method, an
additional stream consisting of refresh pictures only is encoded and transmitted to the IP
encapsulator. The IP encapsulator replaces some pictures in a normal bit stream with the
refresh pictures according to time-slice boundaries in order to achieve the minimum decoder
refresh delay. Replacing pictures causes a mismatch in the pixel values of the reference
pictures between the encoder and decoder and the mismatch error is propagated in the
reconstructed video. It has to be ensured that the propagated error is subjectively negligible.
Furthermore, the “spliced” stream resulting from the operation of the IP encapsulator should
comply with the HRD specification of H.264/AVC. In [S5], the propagated error was
investigated to verify that it is subjectively negligible. Moreover, a video rate control system
is proposed in [S6] to guarantee the standard compliancy of the spliced bit stream. The
proposed rate control system is implemented partially in both the content encoder and IP
encapsulator. Details related to the rate control system at the content encoder was presented
in [S6] while those related to the rate control system at the IP encapsulator were presented in
[S7]. Furthermore, some details about the buffering requirements of spliced video were presented in [S8]. An overview on the proposed video encoding and splicing method and more investigation results are presented in [P7]. The proposed video encoding and splicing method is summarized in the sequel.

### 3.3.1. Video Encoding and Splicing

A simplified block diagram of the proposed IPDC system is depicted in Figure 15. At the content encoding level, two video encoders encode the uncompressed video to two encoded primary bit streams including a *Spliceable Bit Stream* (SBS) and a *Decoder Refresh Bit Stream* (DRBS) from the same source picture sequence. The SBS includes frequent spliceable pictures which are reference pictures constrained as follows: no picture prior to a spliceable picture is referred to in the inter prediction process of any reference picture at or after the spliceable picture, in decoding order. Non-reference pictures after the spliceable picture may refer to pictures earlier to the spliceable picture in decoding order. These non-reference pictures cannot be correctly decoded if the decoding process starts from the spliceable picture, but can be safely omitted as they are not used as reference for any other pictures. The DRBS contains only intra or IDR pictures corresponding to spliceable pictures and with a picture quality similar to the corresponding pictures. The DRBS and the SBS are transmitted from the server to the IP encapsulator. The IP encapsulator composes MPE-FEC frames, in which the first picture in decoding order is an IDR picture from the DRBS and the other pictures are from the SBS. The IDR pictures at the beginning of MPE-FEC frames minimize the tune-in time for newly-joined recipients. No changes in the receiver operation are required in the proposed system.

Replacing an inter picture with an intra picture in the SBS causes a mismatch in the pixel values of the reference pictures between the encoder and decoder. The mismatch propagates until the next IDR picture in the spliced stream. A technically elegant solution to avoid mismatch altogether would be to use SP (*Switching P*) and SI (*Switching I*) pictures of H.264/AVC, but they are only included in the extended profile of H.264/AVC [Karczewicz 2003], [Setton 2005]. The extended profile of H.264/AVC is not allowed in the current DVB-H standard [ETSI TS102005]. A similar solution was proposed for stream switching in streaming servers by Farber and Girod in [Farber 1997]. They used a type of S picture to enable switching between bit streams. Unlike SP pictures in [Karczewicz 2003], S pictures introduce mismatch error while switching between bit streams. To minimize the mismatch error, the QP used for S pictures should be kept small. While in our application we do not need to switch between multiple bit streams, instead of high quality switching frames, the spliceable pictures and corresponding IDR pictures are proposed to be encoded with a higher quality than other pictures to decrease the mismatch error. This alternative solution for the DRBS has been studied and it is shown that it reduces the mismatch error remarkably [S5], [P7].
In addition to the mismatch of pixel values, the proposed method involves two buffering related challenges. First, the standard HRD compliancy of the spliced stream is hard to verify in the IP encapsulator. Second, the initial delay for coded picture buffering in the HRD is hard to derive in the IP encapsulator. More details about these technical challenges are discussed next.

### 3.3.2. Mismatch Error

To study the propagation of mismatch error in spliced bit stream, a comprehensive set of simulation was run on different video sequences with various encoding and splicing parameters while the propagated error was measured by several criteria such as PSNR, maximum sample-wise absolute difference, *Bjontegaard Delta PSNR* and *Bjontegaard Delta Rate* [Bjontegaard 2001].

As an important result, the degradation in quality of spliced streams in comparison to the spliceable bit streams saturates to a constant value after a small number of frames. This means that the degradation in quality is independent of IDR frame frequency in the spliced bit stream. Hence, using just one IDR picture in each MPE-FEC frame independently of MPE-FEC frame size can minimize the tune-in time and also the average bit rate. In other words, it is possible to have very large MPE-FEC frames each including only one intra/IDR picture with minimum tune-in time at the expense of a constant degradation in the quality of decoded video [S5][P7].

Simulation results show that when all pictures in SBS and DRBS are encoded with a similar QP, the spliced bit stream has a PSNR of about 1.6 dB less than SBS on the average over different video contents and different bit rates. When spliceable pictures and corresponding IDR pictures are encoded with a higher quality than other pictures, the average degradation in quality is reduced to 1.0 dB. Despite of the drop in PSNR, the results of a small-scale visual quality test indicated that non-expert viewers do not typically perceive the error.

Coding frequent and periodical IDR pictures in the transmitted bit stream is an alternative means to reduce the tune-in time. However, a penalty, much higher in term of quality degradation, should be paid for a similar tune-in time reduction. Typical results show that if the IDR period is changed from 30 to 5 frames to decrease the average decoder refresh delay from 1.0 to 0.17 seconds, respectively, the quality of encoded video degrades about 4.7 dB in
average PSNR. Considering the simplicity of the proposed splicing method, and the penalty above, the proposed splicing method can be utilized when the use of SP and SI pictures of H.264/AVC is disallowed.

3.3.3. Video Encoding and Rate Control Method

According to the proposed splicing method the spliceable pictures and corresponding intra/IDR pictures in two primary streams should be encoded with similar qualities. In a similar quality, an IDR frame can consume a bit budget from 5 to 10 times more than the corresponding inter picture. Furthermore, similar quality for corresponding frames in two primary streams means that only the bit rate of one primary stream can be controlled. Consequently, there is no real short-term control on the bit rate of spliced streams, and therefore it is hard to verify the HRD compliancy of spliced streams. Moreover, the encoding parameters cannot be controlled according to the results of splicing, because encoding and splicing are performed independently and without any feedback link. Results of HRD simulation on a number of spliced bit streams confirm that the problem of HRD compliancy of spliced bit stream is serious and it is impossible to control the bit rate of spliced bit stream just by dropping frames in IP encapsulator [S8].

To solve the problem above, a comprehensive rate control system as depicted in Figure 15 is proposed which is implemented in both the content encoder and the IP encapsulator. The content encoding rate control system (CERCS) controls the bit rate of two primary streams considering a fixed value for the frequency of IDR pictures in a desired spliced stream. However, the frequency of IDR pictures in the spliced stream can have variations around a target value since the number of video pictures in MPE-FEC frames is not fixed. Moreover, in offline encoding the IDR picture frequency which has been used for the rate control of primary streams at the content encoder may be different from the average IDR frequency of spliced stream. The IP encapsulating level rate control system (IERCS) implements another control to compensate for the above variations and to provide HRD compliancy for the spliced bit stream. Furthermore, the H.264/AVC Supplemental Enhancement Information (SEI) message parameters related to buffering of the spliced bit stream can be provided by IERCS.

The CERCS controls the bit rate of primary streams according to the encoding target data which is set by the user and also according to several signals which are extracted from the uncompressed and compressed video. The encoding target data include target bit rate of spliced stream and average frequency of IDR pictures in the desired spliced stream. Furthermore, some encoding metadata as complementary information are provided by CERCS which are sent to the server and then to the IP encapsulator.

The IERCS controls the bit rate of the spliced stream according to the encoding metadata and encapsulating target data defined by the server. The encapsulating target data includes target bit rate of the spliced stream and IDR picture frequency of the spliced stream. Details of the proposed rate control systems are presented in the sequel.
Content Encoder Rate Control System

Figure 16 illustrates the block diagram of the proposed CERCS. The CERCS is configured to control the bit rate of the spliced stream by controlling the bit rate of SBS taking into consideration the bit rate of DRBS. In fact, the CERCS tries to simulate the spliced bit stream that is built at the IP encapsulator later on and then, it controls the bit rate of SBS and DRBS according to the bit rate of the simulated spliced bit stream. Moreover, the CERCS minimizes the changes of encoding parameters to provide high visual quality for encoded video. According to the diagram, two separate video encoders, Encoder 1 and Encoder 2, encode the uncompressed video to provide SBS and DRBS, respectively. Two virtual buffers, Virtual Buffer 1 and Virtual Buffer 2, are utilized in this system. Virtual Buffer 1 provides buffering constraints for the target spliced stream and Virtual Buffer 2 moves the extra bit rate resulting from replacing spliceable pictures by IDR pictures to Virtual Buffer 1 gradually to minimize short-term fluctuations in encoding parameters and to maximize the quality of encoded video. The VBR video rate controller shown in the diagram can be any RCA with buffer constraint, such as the proposed algorithms in [P1], [P5], and [S2]. This is an advantage for the system that it can utilize different available video RCAs without any modification. The QP computed by the rate controller is used by the two encoders. The target bit rate for the rate controller which is fixed in normal applications, is utilized as a control signal in this system. The target bit rate is provided by the TBRE (target bit rate estimator) block. The TBRE adjusts the target bit rate of the spliceable bit stream, as a control signal smoothly, according to the target bit rate of the spliced stream and the results of encoding DRBS. More details about the virtual buffers and TBRE are presented in [P7].

Figure 16: Block diagram of rate control system at content encoder level (CERCS).
IP Encapsulator Rate Control System

Figure 17 illustrates the block diagram of the proposed IERCS. The IERCS utilizes a fuzzy rate controller and a Virtual Buffer. The fuzzy controller controls the bit rate of the spliced bit stream by controlling the frame rate and the type of pictures. It may drop a number of pictures from an MPE-FEC frame to decrease the bit rate or it may replace one or more extra spliceable pictures by IDR pictures to increase the bit rate. The fuzzy controller and virtual buffer operate based on MPE frame. The size of the virtual buffer is computed according to the metadata and encapsulating target data.

The fuzzy controller is configured to provide control over the bit rate of the spliced stream while it minimizes the number of dropped pictures and prevents unnecessary IDR pictures. The output of the controller is a natural number. A positive number shows the number of pictures that should be dropped from the start or end of MPE frame and a negative number shows the number of extra spliceable pictures which can be replaced by IDR pictures in MPE frame. Locations of extra IDR pictures are distributed uniformly along the MPE frame. The fuzzy controller uses the following two signals as inputs:

\[
\text{INPUT}_1 = FB \times FR / TR_s - F, \\
\text{INPUT}_2 = (BF - I_j + P_j) / BS,
\]

where \(FB\) denotes the total number of bits consumed by the current MPE frame before any dropping or extra IDR picture. \(BF\) and \(BS\) refer to the fullness and size of the virtual buffer, respectively. \(TR_s\) and \(FR\) are the target bit rate and frame rate of the spliced stream, respectively. \(F\) denotes the target number of pictures in one MPE frame in the target frame rate. \(I_j\) and \(P_j\) stand for the bit budgets consumed by the \(j^{th}\) replaced IDR picture and the corresponding spliceable picture, respectively.

All fuzzy rules are summarized in Table 3. The content of the table specifies the output of the controller. The letters H, L, M, V, X and S correspond to the fuzzy descriptions High, Low, Medium, Very, Extremely, and Super, respectively. The desired central values for the output...
Table 3. Summarization of IF-THEN Fuzzy Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT1</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>ML</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>VL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>MH</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>MH</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>VH</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>MH</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VH</td>
<td>XH</td>
<td>VH</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>MH</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XH</td>
<td>SH</td>
<td>XH</td>
<td>VH</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>MH</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT2</th>
<th>VL</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>ML</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>MH</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>VH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 18: Membership function of the linguistic variables of the fuzzy system correspond to VL, L, ML, M, MH, H, VH, XH, SH in the table are -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. The shape of fuzzy membership functions are shown in Figure 18. A fuzzy system with two inputs using product inference engine, singleton fuzzifier, and centre average defuzzifier as (2.18) was used.

Simulation Results

Typical intervals between time-slices containing content for a particular audio-visual service may range from one second to a couple of seconds. If IDR pictures are placed randomly in a normal bit stream and the average IDR picture interval is equal to the time-slice interval, the expected tune-in time due to a decoder refresh is approximately half of the time-slice interval, i.e. typically from half a second to few seconds. From tune-in time reduction point of view, the proposed splicing method can typically decrease the decoder refresh time to
very close to zero or even to zero. This reduction of tune-in time is obtained at the expense of a relatively small degradation in PSNR of the spliced video resulting from the mismatch error as discussed already.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed CERCS, the quality of the spliceable video by this system were compared with the quality of similar bit streams which are encoded by an independent encoder and RCA. Simulation results on various video contents show that corresponding encoded bit streams by the two systems have exactly similar average qualities in term of PSNR.

The performance of the proposed rate control system was also evaluated from the standard compliancy point of view and also from the picture drop rate point of view. Simulation results show that the proposed system can provide standard compliant bit streams while the picture drop rate is very small (less than 0.3%).

The overall simulation results show that the proposed splicing method and the rate control system can provide standard compliant video bit streams for streaming over DVB-H with good average quality and with minimum tune-in time and complexity at the expense of a relatively small degradation in quality of the spliced video.
Joint Video Coding and Statistical Multiplexing

In video broadcasting, when a number of services are encoded and broadcasted simultaneously and the encoders are collocated geographically, it is possible to use a joint rate controller for all encoders instead of using independent rate controllers, one for each encoder. A joint rate controller can improve the average quality of encoded bit streams, and it can also decrease the end-to-end delay of a broadcast system by sharing resources among the bit streams. In fact, the joint rate controller imposes a type of statistical multiplexing (StatMux) on the encoded bit streams. In StatMux, a fixed bandwidth communication channel is virtually divided into several variable bandwidth channels. The resulting channels are adapted to the instantaneous traffic demands of the bit streams that are transferred over the channels. StatMux is used in many communication applications to improve the overall performance of communication channels. The performance of a communication channel can be evaluated in terms of bandwidth utilization, transmission delay, and data drop rate.

In joint video encoding, a common bit budget is shared between the bit streams according to their temporal complexities by a joint rate controller. The major problem of joint video encoding and StatMux is how to allocate the available bit budget among the video sources that share the common channel bandwidth. Several joint video encoding methods have been presented in the literature. The presented methods follow two main approaches. In the first approach, a preprocessing is performed on video sources to gather statistics about the coding complexity. Then, the real coding process can operate based on the statistics obtained by the pre-analysis. In the second approach that is based on a RD model, first it is attempted to model the performance of the video encoder and the coding complexity of video sources and then the allocated bits to video sources is controlled based on the resulting models while the models are updated during encoding. See the proposed methods in [Boroczky 2000], [Wang 1999] and [Xiong 2004] as examples for the two
approaches. The system presented in [Boroczky 2000] consists of several preprocessors and video encoders. Each preprocessor analyzes a video source and derives picture statistics. Using these statistics, a joint rate controller calculates the bit rate for each encoder based on the relative complexities of the sources. Another method for joint video coding of multiple video sources is presented in [Wang 1999]. In this method, the input video sources are divided into Super GOPs (a number of GOPs, one from each source) and Super Frames (a collection of frames, one from each source) and then, the bit budget is distributed hierarchically between the video super GOPs, super frames and frames according to their relative complexities. Finally, using a RD model, a QP is calculated for each frame according to the allocated bits to the frame. A similar approach to that in [Wang 1999] is presented in [Xiong 2004].

In this thesis, two new methods for joint video encoding and StatMux are proposed in [P9] and [P8]. According to the proposed methods, the bandwidth can be shared for a long-term such that the average bit rate of bit streams can be changed in the long term or the bandwidth can be shared only for a short-term, such that the long term average bit rate of bit streams are constant. In comparison with independent encoding, in a similar buffering delay, the joint encoding with a long-term bandwidth sharing can provide a more constant quality for encoded bit streams. On the other hand, in comparison with independent encoding, in a similar quality, joint encoding with a short-term bandwidth sharing can provide a lower buffering delay for the bit streams. The proposed methods are tested for DVB-H application. However, they are applicable for other video broadcasting applications. The proposed joint video encoding methods in [P8], [P9] are summarized in the sequel.

4.1. JOINT VIDEO ENCODING WITH A COMMON QUALITY OF SERVICE

A novel fuzzy joint rate controller is proposed in [P8] that can be used for implementation of StatMux in conjunction with video encoding to improve the average quality of broadcast services. Furthermore, it can be used to decrease the end-to-end delay of broadcast system. The proposed method is different from the previous studied methods from several points of view. First, it is a real-time method without any look ahead even for one frame. Second, unlike the previous methods, it does not use any bit allocation strategy. The bit rates of bit streams are controlled by QP on a picture basis while the controller does not compute the QP directly. Utilizing a fuzzy controller, the controller only computes the variations of QP. Furthermore, thanks to the fuzzy controller, the proposed method has a very low degree of complexity in comparison to the studied methods. Moreover, it has a granular structure such that it can be used for encoding any number of bit streams. Finally, it is tuned easily to achieve the desired bit rate, quality, and delay. The joint rate control algorithm provides a near constant (along the bit streams) and common (across the bit streams) quality for the encoded video bit streams. Furthermore, it controls the variations in the bit rate of the aggregated bit stream to decrease the end-to-end delay of the broadcast system.
A simple block diagram of the proposed video encoding method is depicted in Figure 19. As shown, a number of video sources are encoded simultaneously to bit streams by separate encoders. A joint video rate controller (JVRC) controls the bit rate and the quality of encoded bit streams by computing a QP on a picture basis for each encoder. The JVRC utilizes a virtual joint buffer and a multiplex simulator (MUX SIM). The multiplex simulator simulates the ideal case of StatMux which is implemented later on by the IP encapsulator in DVB-H application. With this structure in which no feedback from multiplexer is used, the bit streams can be encoded independently of multiplexing. The joint buffer is charged by the multiplexed bit streams and drained by a constant bit rate equal to the channel bandwidth. However, it is possible to consider that the virtual buffer is running on the receiver side. In that case, it is charged by a constant bit rate equal to bandwidth and discharged by the multiplexed bit streams. The JVRC uses a feedback signal from the occupancy of joint buffer and a feedback from the bit rate of the aggregated bit stream to control the overall bit rate. It also uses other feedback signals from the distortion (PSNR) of encoded bit streams to distribute the available bandwidth between the bit streams proportional to their coding complexity. The JVRC can be functionally divided into two separate controllers: a Fuzzy Rate Controller and a Quality Controller. An internal block diagram for JVRC is depicted in Figure 20. More details about the joint encoding system are presented below.

**Virtual Joint Buffer**

Considering the joint buffer at the receiver side, the occupancy of the joint buffer is updated after encoding a series of corresponding pictures, one picture from each video source, called a Super Picture as:

$$O(m) = O(m-1) - \sum_{i=1}^{N} b_i^m + \frac{R}{F},$$  

(4.1)

where $O$ denotes the occupancy of the joint buffer and $m$ shows the index of the super picture. $F$ stands for the frame rate and $R$ indicates the target bit rate for the aggregated bit stream.
Joint Video Rate Controller

The JVRC computes a QP for each encoder based on the output of fuzzy controller ($\Delta Q_s$), the corresponding output of the quality controller ($\Delta Q_{qn}$) and the QP is used for encoding the previous picture in the encoder. The QP for each encoder is computed as:

$$Q_n(i) = Q_n(i-1) + \left[ \Delta Q_R + \Delta Q_{qn} \right]$$

where $n$ and $i$ denote the indexes of the encoder and the picture, respectively. $\lceil y \rceil$ stands for the nearest integer to $y$. The outputs of the fuzzy controller and the quality controller are small values around zero which are added to the QP used for encoding the previous picture. In this structure, only the variations of QP are computed. The Fuzzy controller has been optimized to minimize the variations of QP and thereafter to provide a more constant quality for the bit streams. The quality controller tries to balance the quality across the bit stream.

Fuzzy Rate Controller

The fuzzy controller has been designed in such a way as to suppress the fluctuation of QP as much as possible while the buffer constraint is observed. The fuzzy controller has two input signals:

$$x_1 = \frac{O}{S},$$

$$x_2 = \frac{I_f + X_{IP} - 1}{I_f} \cdot \frac{F \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_p} b_{pi} + 1 \right)}{R \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_p} b_{pi} + \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} b_{li} \right)},$$

where $x_1$ and $x_2$ correspond to the inputs of the fuzzy system. $O$ and $S$ stand for the occupancy and the size of the joint buffer, respectively. $b_{pi}$ and $b_{li}$ denote the consumed bit budgets by the $i^{th}$ P and I-picture, respectively, in the last encoded super picture. $N_p$ and $N_i$ represent...
\(N_i\) are the number of P and I-pictures in the last encoded super picture, respectively, while \(i\) shows the index of picture in the super picture. \(I_i\) indicates the interval of periodic I-pictures in the bit streams. \(F\) stands for the target frame rate. \(X_{ip}\) shows the average relative complexity of I-pictures to P-pictures and it is defined as:

\[
X_{ip} = \frac{\bar{b}_i}{\bar{b}_p},
\]

where \(\bar{b}_p\) and \(\bar{b}_i\) denote the consumed bit budgets by the encoded P and I-pictures respectively in average over all encoded pictures. The input \(x_i\) is a representation of buffer conditions. When the buffer is empty, \(x_i = 0\) and when the buffer is full, \(x_i = 1\). The input \(x_2\) is the ratio of the instantaneous bit rate to the target bit rate. The instantaneous bit rate is normalized according to the relative complexity and the combination of P and I-pictures in the super pictures to ignore the variations in the bit rate resulting from high quality I-pictures.

A fuzzy system exactly similar to the one used in the semi-fuzzy RCA was used without any further optimization. Although the inputs to the system here differ from the semi-fuzzy RCA, the same fuzzy rules and MSFs were used.

**Quality Controller**

The quality controller computes an output for each encoder according to the quality of encoded bit streams to balance the quality across the bit streams. To compute the outputs of the quality controller, the proposed quality controller in the Semi-Fuzzy RCA has been modified for multiple bit streams. The output of the quality controller used in (4.2) is proposed to be computed by:

\[
\Delta Q_n = \theta \cdot \bar{Q} \left( PSNR_n - \bar{PSNR} \right),
\]

where \(\bar{Q}\) denotes the average of QP over all pictures in the last encoded super picture. \(PSNR_n\) stands for the PSNR of the last encoded picture in the \(n^{th}\) bit stream and \(\bar{PSNR}\) is the average of PSNR over all pictures in the super picture. \(\theta\) is a constant coefficient which is defined experimentally. To suppress the fluctuations of QP resulting from short-term variations in PSNR, a simple low pass filter such as (2.17) is used to smooth the variations in \(\bar{Q}\) and \(\bar{PSNR}\) before using them in (4.6).

**Simulation Results**

The performance of the proposed joint video coding and StatMux method is evaluated through simulations over 6 video sequences with typical encoding parameters corresponding to a DVB-H application. From video quality point of view, the proposed method has been compared with independent video rate control and also with the constant QP encoding.
Simulation results show that the proposed method can provide a more constant quality than independent rate control along the bit streams and a more constant quality than constant QP encoding across the bit streams. The graphs depicted in Figure 21 show the PSNR of encoded bit streams in the three cases. The graphs related to each bit stream are depicted with a different color. The graphs show how well the qualities of joint encoded bit streams are driven close together while they have only smooth variations comparable to the constant QP case.

The performance of the proposed joint encoding method has been compared with independent encoding from end-to-end delay point of view. According to simulation results, the joint encoding method can decrease end-to-end delay in a broadcast system. However, the overall performance depends on the size of the joint buffer and also on the number of joint encoded bit streams.

From computational complexity point of view, the proposed joint controller is comparable with the semi-fuzzy RCA that has a complexity less than 4% of JM RCA [P5]. The computational complexities of conventional joint RCAs increase proportionally to the number of joint encoded bit streams, but in the proposed method the main part of computational complexity that is related to the fuzzy controller is independent of the number of bit streams.

The overall results show that the proposed joint encoding method can decrease end-to-end delay of a broadcast system and improve the overall quality of broadcast services. It has a much lower computational complexity compared to existing techniques. Moreover, it has a granular structure such that it can be applied to any number of video services.

![PSNR of encoded bit stream by three encoding methods](image-url)
4.2. JOINT VIDEO ENCODING WITH INDEPENDENT QUALITY OF SERVICES

A number of existing joint video encoding methods were studied and a new joint encoding method was proposed in [P8]. All these methods try to share the available bandwidth, according to the coding complexities of video sources, and to provide a similar level of quality for the encoded video. In these methods, it is impossible to encode bit streams with different QoS (Quality of Service) levels. However, looking at the joint video encoding as a StatMux method, it should be possible to multiplex bit streams with different QoS levels or bit rates and to utilize the advantages of StatMux. In practice, different QoS levels may be applied according to discrimination of contents or receivers.

A novel joint encoding and StatMux method is proposed in [P9]. In the proposed system the encoded bit streams can have different average long-term bit rates while they can benefit from StatMux in the short-term to decrease end-to-end delay of a broadcast system. The proposed method is implemented using a joint rate control system. Figure 22 shows the simplified block diagram of the rate control system. The rate control system utilizes a fuzzy joint rate controller (JRC) to decrease the buffering delay of the aggregated bit stream and thereafter end-to-end delay. It also utilizes a number of independent rate controllers (IRCi), one for each encoder, to provide a long-term target bit rate for each bit stream. The proposed system is a real-time encoding system without any look ahead. It has a very low degree of computational complexity.

As shown in the block diagram, the encoded bit streams are multiplexed and moved to a virtual joint buffer. Data are removed from the joint buffer with a constants bit rate appropriate to the transmission channel. The occupancy of the joint buffer is used as a feedback signal by the JRC. The JRC controls the variations in the bit rate of the aggregated bit stream to guarantee the broadcasting of bit streams with a limited end-to-end delay through a channel with a defined bandwidth. For a given transmission bandwidth, less variations in the bit rate of the aggregated bit stream means shorter end-to-end delay for broadcast services.

![Figure 22: Block diagram of proposed joint encoding and RCA](image-url)
The video encoders are controlled by the QP per picture basis. The QP is mainly controlled by the IRCs while the JRC may add a small positive or negative value to the QP according to the occupancy of the joint buffer.

\[ Q_n = Q_{\text{IRC}_n} + \Delta Q_J, \]

(4.7)

where \( Q_n \) denotes the used QP by the \( n^{th} \) encoder, \( Q_{\text{IRC}_n} \) is the QP calculated by the \( n^{th} \) independent rate controller and \( \Delta Q_J \) stands for the output of JRC. Any VBR rate control algorithm such as the semi-fuzzy RCA can be used as IRC. The output of JRC is computed according to the occupancy of the joint buffer and the bit rate of the aggregated bit stream. More details about the proposed control system are presented in the sequel.

Considering the virtual buffer at the receiver side, the buffer occupancy is updated after encoding a series of corresponding pictures (\( m^{th} \) picture of each source) as:

\[ O_B(m) = O_B(m-1) - \sum_{i=1}^{N} B_i + R, \]

(4.8)

where \( O_B \) denotes the buffer occupancy, \( B_i \) stands for the consumed bits by the encoded picture of the \( i^{th} \) source, \( R \) represents the channel bandwidth.

**Joint Rate Controller**

The output of JRC is computed by a fuzzy controller. While each bit stream uses an independent controller with a buffer constraint, without any more control, the aggregated bit stream is constrained by a joint buffer with a size equal to the sum of the sizes of the buffers used by IRCs. The idea is to use a virtual buffer with the size of \( S_B \) as small as possible and then use the JRC to operate only when the buffer condition is critical. Therefore, the fuzzy controller has been designed such that the JRC has a non-zero value only when the buffer state is critical. This minimizes the interaction between encoders and as well as the variations in the quality of encoded bit streams. The fuzzy controller has two input signal as:

\[ x_1 = \frac{O_B}{S_B}, \]

(4.9)

\[ x_2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} B_i}{F \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( R_i \left( 1 + \frac{X_{IP_i}}{I_{IP_i}} - 1 \right) \right)}, \]

(4.10)

where \( R_i \) denotes the target bit rate of the \( i^{th} \) bit stream, \( I_{IP_i} \) represents the interval of frequent IDR pictures in the \( i^{th} \) bit stream. \( F \) stands for the frame rate of bit streams and \( X_{IP_i} \) indicates the relative coding complexity of IDR pictures to P pictures in the \( i^{th} \) bit stream.
All the fuzzy rules are summarized in Table 4. The content of the table specifies the output of the controller. The letters H, L, M and V correspond to linguistic specifications of High, Low, Medium and Very. Seven and three membership functions for the two inputs $x_1$ and $x_2$ as shown in Figure 23 are employed. The desired central values for the output of the fuzzy system corresponding to VL, L, ML, M, MH, H and VH in Table 4 are -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. A fuzzy system with two inputs, product inference engine, singleton fuzzifier, and centre average defuzzifier as (2.18) is used. Moreover, the output of the fuzzy system is tuned adaptively according to the buffer size as in (2.19).

**Simulation Results**

The proposed joint video encoding and multiplexing method has been evaluated in comparison with an independent encoding scenario in a DVB-H application. Simulation results show that the proposed joint encoding method can considerably reduce end-to-end delay (about 60%) and buffering requirements (about 40%) at the receivers without any cost in the average quality of encoded video.

![Table 4: Summarization of the IF-THEN Fuzzy Rules](image)

![Figure 23: Membership function of the linguistic variables](image)
Conclusions

Digital video contents are going to consume the main part of the bandwidth in different communication networks. Several video coding standards have been defined to compress the amount of data that is required for presentation of video contents. However, the widely used hybrid video coding standards only define the syntax of the bit stream and the decoding process. The encoding process is not standardized to allow flexible implementations for different applications. A number of video encoding algorithms and tools were introduced in this thesis that are targeted for real-time variable bit rate video applications especially for video streaming applications.

In Chapter 2, first a video rate control algorithm for variable bit rate applications was proposed that can provide a high performance in real-time applications with a low degree of complexity. In this algorithm two reference points corresponding to constant bit rate and constant quality rate control were used to build a reference point for variable bit rate. By this technique the proposed rate control algorithm can be tuned for a wide range of applications from constant bit rate to constant quality applications. Then, a general rate distortion model and a coding complexity measure were introduced that can be used in different video coding standards for the rate control. Moreover, bit allocation algorithms for variable bit rate applications were proposed that can improve the average video quality by reducing the propagation of quantization error. Finally, in a new approach a semi-fuzzy rate control algorithm for variable bit rate applications is introduced that can provide a high performance with a very low degree of computational complexity in a wide range of applications and on different video coding standards.

In Chapter 3, the essential parameters related to video streaming over DVB-H application were studied and a video encoding and splicing method was proposed that can considerably decrease end-to-end delay of a broadcast system.

In chapter 4, novel joint video encoding and statistical multiplexing methods based on fuzzy logic control are introduced that can considerably improve the quality of compressed
video and can reduce end-to-end delay of a broadcast system. The reduction of end-to-end delay can be interpreted as a reduction of transmission bandwidth.

As a new approach, fuzzy logic controllers are utilized successfully in conjunction to some other tools and controllers based on the conventional video encoding methods in different video encoding scenarios. The new approach can be used for multi-layer scalable video encoding and also for multi-view video encoding.
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